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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
A previous study (ref. I) considered means for predicting the influence
of configuration changes on the riding and handling qualities of a light
aircraft. A reader of that study will note that the values of many
significant parameters cannot be estimated with great precision despite
the fact that the entire analysis assumes only very small perturbations
from equilibrium. Flight testing is therefore necessary to establish the
validity of the analysis and to determine the riding and handling qualities
for larger excursions from equilibrium. Conceivably, flight testing could
also prove useful in developing improved parameter prediction techniques
by helping to establish the correct parameter values for a given configuration.
To serve this latter function, however, the flight data must be taken
as accurately as possible then interpreted consistently and correctly.
Flight testing is here regarded by the authors as the terminal portion
of the complete riding and handling qualities design task. For this reason
the present work was developed as a supplement to the previous study. To
serve this function, the work employs a similar approach and may therefore
be somewhat more analysis-oriented than is usual in discussions of stability
and control flight testing. This emphasis, however, seems consistent with
the finding that the parameter extraction procedure used to operate on
accurately measured data is far more significant than the manner in which
the pilot performs the test.
Consistent with the plan of the previous study, the present work gives
a review of methods found in the literature for extracting both static
stability derivatives and dynamic stability derivatives from flight data.
No discussion is presented of methods for establishing the compliance with
the FAR's or Military Specifications on light aircraft handling. These
requirements are discussed in the previous study in terms of suitable
values for the appropriate stability derivatives.
Following this portion of the review, there is a brief discussion of
the instrumentation and instrument installation techniques needed to procure
the data from which the stability derivatives can be extracted. The
piloting procedures found to assist the data reduction are also indicated.
The next section treats in some detail a very sophisticated method for
extracting stability derivatives from flight data which has been under
development by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for a
number of years. This method takes advantage of modern computer technology
to obtain a high degree of precision at reasonable cost. The technique
includes a provision for removing certain types of noise from the signals.
It is specially adapted here for use with light aircraft.
Finally, it may be noted that the previous study provided computer
programs for calculating the frequency and damping ratio of an aircraft's
oscillatory modes and the time constants of its aperiodic modes if one
has the values of the stability derivatives in the transfer function. Another
programfor calculating the time histories of the various motions, given the
frequencies, dampingratios, time constants and transfer function numerators,
wasalso provided. For the present study, the computerizationhas been
extendedto the calculation of predicted values for the stability derivatives
given the aircraft geometry. Themethodsuponwhichthe computerprograms
are basedweredetailed in the previous study.
In addition to makingthe prediction of light aircraft motionsnow
entirely a mechanicaltask, the newprogramssimplify the task of extracting
the stability derivatives from flight motions. TheNASAprocedurementioned
aboveseemsto be locally convergent. Thus, initial values for the stability
derivatives not too far from their correct values are necessaryto insure
convergence. Theseare provided by the newprograms. Theyare described
in-detail in AppendixB.
The reader will observethat the mathematicalbasis of the methodrecom-
mendedfor extraction of stability derivatives from measurementsof aircraft
flight motions is not elementary. This is perhapsunfortunate becausethis
study is intended for useby engineerswhosepreparation maynot have included
instruction in relatively complexnumerical computationproceduresor the
mathematicaltheory associated with fitting a set of equationswith undeter-
mlnedcoefficients to experimental data, particularly wherethe numberof
undeterminedcoefficients exceedsthe numberof independentequations. Two
factors led the authors to persist in this choice despite the obvious
obstacle. The first wastheir conviction that evenwith the best methods
and instrumentation available it is difficult to extract derivative values
that are accurate and reliable. Inferior data anddata reduction techniques
are often not worth the effort expendedsince the results obtained with them
usually fail to offer a reliable standard against whichto comparetheoretical
predictions. Anything less than a high level effort is probably best left
undone.
The secondreasonthe recommendedtechnique waspursuedwasthat it has
beenso programmedthat little mathematicalsophistication is required to use
it. Someconsideration of the physics involved, however, is neededto obtain
reliable results. The user mustappreciate the fact that a maneuverwhich
does not excite a particular motion strongly is not very suitable for extract-
ing derivative values associated with that motion. For example,an aileron
pulse is less useful for finding suchderivatives as Lr, Nr, andNB than is
a rudder pulse. Also, a short flight record is Inappropriate for extracting
the derivatives which are dominantin the phugoidmode. Oncethese factors
are recognizedalong with the deleterious influence of noise, phaseshifts,
lack of resolution, and error in the flight records it becomesa fairly
mechanicalprocedureto extract reliable values of the stability derivatives.
The necessarysteps are related in detail. For someoneinterested in examin-
ing the rigor of the procedure, sufficient detail is provided along with
pertinent references so that he can reach a judgmenton this point.
The reader will also note that mostof the flight criteria usually taken
to be indicative of light aircraft handling qualities are not discussedat
all. Thevalues of parameterssuchas the variation of stick force with
speed,while important in helping a pilot evaluate the handling character-
istics of an aircraft offer little opportunity to extract information on the
precise influence of geometricor inertial changessince equivalent expres-
sions involve a combinationof several of the usual stability derivatives.
Becausethe ultimate purposeof the present work is to improvethe easeand
accuracywith which the light aircraft designprocess is carried out, it was
felt that only those procedureswhich offered a resonableprospect of serving
this purposeeffectively should be discussedat this time. It Is hopedthat
the following review andanalysis is consistent with this aim.
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LITERATURE REVIEW--
TECHNIQUES FOR EXTRACTING STABILITY
DERIVATIVES FROM FLIGHT TEST DATA
INTRODUCTION
Interest in obtaining values of the stability derivatives by testing
the aircraft in actual flight was evident as early as 1925. By that time
both the Aeronautical Research Committee and the National Committee for
Aeronautics had begun to conduct such programs. Because riding and handling
quality requirements are constantly growing more stringent and because the
costs of conducting extensive development programs are steadily rising,
there has been a mounting desire to improve the accuracy of analytical
predictions of the motion of an aircraft in response to a given control
input. Once the stability and aerodynamic parameters are extracted from
actual flight data, the parameter prediction, such as described in
reference 2, can then either be verified or modified to give estimates
closer to the flight values.
The major difficulty in finding the longitudinal (or lateral) stability
derivatives is that only three differential equations must be solved for
ten or twelve unknowns; this problem exists even after the equations have
been linearized.* In addition there is the problem of noise in the flight
data. Stability derivatives can never be any more accurate than the
flight records from which they are taken. Thus, improvements in the technique
used to solve for the stability derivatives become Important only after good
flight records have been secured.
In the last thirty years, many techniques to extract these derivatives
have been employed, sometimes with excellent results. The general reliability
of the techniques, however, could never be convincingly demonstrated. With
the advent of transonic and supersonic aircraft and missiles and their
stability and control problems coupled with the difficulty of wind tunnel
measurement in these flow regimes, the availability of stability derivatives
derived from flight data assumed a heightened importance. Fortunately, the
concurrent development of modern high speed computers has made possible the
development of more rigorous techniques which heretofore werepFoh]bitively
complex because of the many involved mathematical computations required.
The literature review which follows discusses some of the more important
of these developments. Although several important references may have been
omitted, it is felt that a sufficient number have been included to insure
thoroughness.
* The linearized equations of longitudinal and lateral motion with
the dimensional stability derivatives are given on pages 53 and 39 respec-
tively. The derivation of these equations, as well as the appropriate
transfer functions, can be found in reference I.
EARLY METHODS
Prior to the 1940's dynamic stability tests were concerned chiefly with
determining the damping and frequency of aircraft oscillation. NACA Report
442 (ref. 3), a 1932 study by Soule and Wheatley, compares the theoretical
and measured longitudinal stability characteristics of an airplane. The
linearized longitudinal equations of motion were used to obtain the
longitudinal characteristic equation in terms of the dimensional stability
derivatives. Approximate factorization of the biquadratic* was used to
obtain two quadratic equations: one of the quadratic equations represented
a short-period, heavily-damped oscillation; the second, a long-period,
lightly-damped oscillation. Soule and Wheatley argued that it is with the
lightly-damped oscillation that instability is most likely to occur;
therefore, it is usually necessary to investigate only this phase of the
motion. From the long-period or phugoid quadratic, equations could be given
for both the period and damping coefficient of this mode in terms of the
dimensional stability derivatives. Using theoretical formulas to estimate
the dimensional stability derivatives, the theoretical damping coefficient
and period were obtained. Flight tests of a Doyle 0-2 airplane were then
made to measure the period and damping experimentally. The period and
damplng coefficient were determined by direct measurements of the
oscillation characteristics of u, w, and e both for power-off and power-on
conditions. The authors (ref. 3) decided that since u, w, and e are
interdependent variables, the periods of their variations with time are
necessarily the same, although they may not be in phase; thus, the period
and damping can be determined by studying the behavior of only one variable.
Airspeed was chosen as the one most convenient for study. The period of
oscillation was found by measuring the time interval between two consecutive
peaks of a time history of velocity. The damping coefficient was approximated
by estimating the decrease in velocity at two consecutive time history
peaks. Based on a comparison between the experimental values of both the
damping coefficient and the period of oscillation it was concluded that
the theory of longitudinal stability based on the assumption of small
oscillations gives satisfactory results for practical studies of longitudinal
stability.
In 1950 a survey of methods for determining stability parameters from
dynamic flight measurement was conducted (ref. 4). Most of the methods were
concerned with determining transfer function coefficients which are certain
combinations of stability derivatives. The transfer functions investigated
were derived from the linearized longitudinal pitching velocity and normal
acceleration equations. Experimentally-determined transfer functions were
compared with analytical models. A least squares procedure was applied to
* the fourth order characteristic equation of motion formed by expansion
of the denominator determinant common to all the longitudinal transfer
functions
obtain those values of the coefficients whichcausethe analytical modelto
matchthe data mostclosely. Theratio of coefficient error to that of the
basic data wasalso obtained in this fashion. A numberof methodsfor
obtaining goodfirst approximationsto the coefficients, a step which aids
the convergenceof the least squareprocedure,werediscussed.
A more in-depth literature survey on dynamicstability and control
researchwasmadein 1951by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (ref. 5), with
the following overall appraisal:
While it is by no meanseasy to evaluate overall progress
in the field of dynamicresponsemeasurements,the
following maybestated: Steadystate oscillation and
transient input flight methodsare nowavailable which
yield equivalent and repeatable responsedata. Methods
for reduction to the derivatives havebeendemonstrated
for both the longitudinal and lateral cases. For the
airplanes tested close agreementin all caseshasnot
beenobtained betweenthe measuredresponsesand best
estimates basedon static high speedwind tunnel data
and theory. Thoughthere is no conclusive evidence
as to wherethe differences maylie, there is a growing
belief in the validity of the flight measurements.
Becauseof the additional processing involved in
extracting the derivatives from the measuredresponse
data, it wouldbe expected, and has generally beenfound
true, that larger discrepancies mayexist betweenthe
measuredandestimated derivatives. While there is every
reasonto believe that the approachis basically sound,
and generally applicable to projected performanceranges
and design parameters,further experienceand refinement
are desirable.
As Corneli's survey notes, considerable interest wasshownin the late
1940's in forced oscillation tests. In this procedurethe elevator is
oscillated steadily at somefrequencyand amplitude. After the aircraft's
motion had becomesteady, the amplitudeof the normalacceleration response
and its phaserelationship to the forcing function is measured.The
elevator excitation is then changedto a newfrequencyand amplitude and
the responsemeasured. Angleof attack and pitch angle responsescan
also be determinedat the sametime. Fromthese tests functional rela-
tionships suchas the variation of normalacceleration amplitude andphase
angle per unit elevator deflection with frequencyof oscillation canbe
determined. This type of responsepresentation, or transfer function, is
commonlyused in describing the dynamicproperties of mechanicalor
electrical systems,and is directly useful in the synthesis (and stability
determination) of a completesystemin which the airplane is a component.
This wasan attempt to rely heavily uponthe mathematicalandexperimental
techniquesof electrical engineers, which provided a well-developedbasis
for the handling of dynamicphenomena.Theflight time neededto measure
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a complete frequency response, however, is excessive at least by modern
standards. For this reason Fourier transform techniques were developed
to determine the harmonic content of transient responses. The amplitude
and phase of the constituent sine waves in a normal acceleration time
history are compared to the amplitude and phase of the constituent sine
waves in the elevator deflection time history to form the transfer function
as before. The entire transfer function, or frequency response, however,
can be obtained from the response to a single elevator pulse. This is a
substantial saving in flight time achieved at the cost of a substantial
increase in the complexity of data reduction.
To insure a minimum change in airspeed during flight testing, a
double pulse* was recommended. Excellent agreement is possible between
information taken on different flights and days if sound instrumentation,
carefully calibrated, is used. The author (ref. 5) felt that static,
full-scale wind tunnel tests would be invaluable for checking derivatives
from a dynamic test. Actual flight tests at a Mach number of 0.7 were
conducted, showing good results in extracting stability derivatives.
In 1951Shinbrot (ref. 6) gave a method for the calculation of stability
coefficients, which are made up of stability derivatives, from transient
response data. The calculation of these coefficients of the linear
differential equations of motion was based on the classical least-squares
curve-fitting method.** The method is quite cumbersome to use for some
inputs. The initial approximations to the coefficients were obtained by
a method (ref. 7) requiring graphical differentiation of time histories,
which, in some cases, may cause large errors.
The next year, Shinbrot delineated several methods for curve-fitting
a set of data by least squares in his investigation of curve-fitting
techniques (ref. 8). The pitching velocity was described as a sum of
exponentials with complex exponents. The coefficients of the exponentials,
as well as their exponents, were combinations of the stability derivatives
of the airplane; least squares was then applied to obtain coefficient
values, and an analytical relation between the coefficients and the
derivatives was used to evaluate the derivatives or combinations of
derivatives. Nine months later (ref. 9) he discussed some of the errors
encountered using least squares and other curve-fitting techniques. In
this report he warns against using only the pitching velocity excited by
* a rapid motion of the elevator first in one direction and then in the
other
** Usually one wishes to determine several unknown parameters from only 3
equations of motion. By evaluating the three equations at a number of times,
one can form many equations in the unknown parameters. For example, suppose
= Au + Bw + Cq and time histories are available for u, u, w, and q. Then
many equations in A, B, and C can be formed by evaluating the above equation
at many different points in time thus giving more equations than unknowns. A
least squares procedure can then readily be used to find the best values for
A, B, and C which satisfy the data set.
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an elevator pulse to calculate all the derivatives in the pitching velocity
equation. Nomoreshouldbe expectedfrom suchan analysis than the period
and dampingparameters.
In 1954Shinbrot (ref. 10) developeda general theory of the so-called
"equatlons-of-motion" methods*for the analysis of linear dynamicalsystems
andthen extended it to apply to non-linear systems. A variation of the
"Fourier transform" methodfor analysis of linear systemswascombined
with the non-linear methodsto producean improvedtechnique for obtaining
stability derivatives of both linear and non-linear systems. As the report
notes, one important advantageof the newmethodis that the dependency
on initial values of the derivatives, found in earlier methods, is
entirely eliminated. This advantageis of particular importancewhen
systemsof higher order than the secondare considered.
Twelveyears after Shinbrot's methodwaspublished in TN3288, Burns(ref. 11) wrote of his experiencewith it in estimating stability derivatives.
Basedon the flight testing of two aircraft, it was foundthat reliable
results wereobtained only whenthe unknownsin each longitudinal or
lateral equation were reducedto two. Burnsgavethree recommendations
which he felt might be helpful in future flight test programs: i) to
evaluate control derivatives, the initial control input should be suffi-
ciently rapid for the effect of disturbances within the duration of the
control input to be relatively small; 2) to evaluate dampingderivatives,
one cycle of the motion is sufficient; and 3) to evaluate normal force
derivatives, the acceleration equation should be used.
In 1951DoneganandPearsonpresentedwhatwastermeda matrix method
for determiningthe longitudinal stability coefficients of an airplane.**
Theyfirst integrated the linearized longitudinal equations of motion so
that no derivative terms remained. Theythen integrated measuredvalues
of the angle of attack, pitch angle, normalacceleration, and control
surface deflection angle numerically for different values of time. By
substituting measurementsinto the integral equations, a systemof
simultaneousequations in the unknowncoefficients is created. These
unknowncoefficients can then be found by solving the simultaneousequations.
Oncethe coefflcFents havebeenfound, someof the stability derivatives
whichmakeup the coefficients maybe approximatedby makingcertain
assumptions. An attractive feature of this methodis that integrations
tend to smoothout noise. A methodis also given to obtain the frequency
responseof the airplane.
* Measuredvalues of the dependentvariables at various times are
substituted into the differential equations, the general formsof whichare
assumed. For eachtime, 3 equations in the unknownparametersare generated.
Theprocess is continued until sufficient equations are available to
overspecify the unknownparameters.
** first given in NACATN-2370whichwas later supersededby NACATR-I070(ref. 12)
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In 1954Doneganfollowed the themeof the work in TR 1070by presenting
three matrix methodsfor determiningthe longitudinal stability derivatives
from transient flight data (ref. 13). The methodsdiffer in complexity with
the mostgeneral methodrequiring four measurementsin time history form
andthe least general methodrequiring only two time history measurements,
together with the assumptionsthat Cm_/Cma= constant andCm6e= (_Jc)CL6eThe results of these methodsdependedin rarge measureon accurate instrument
measurementsand required considerable computationto yield adequate
engineering answers.
In 1955Doneganet a_. (ref. 14) obtained lateral stability derivatives
by curve-fitting forced oscillation responseswith a vector representation
of the linearized lateral equations of motion. Thedependentvariables(B, _, etc.) of the equations wereconsideredto be vectors of amplitude
ratio R and phaseangle _. By equating real and imaginaryparts, the
thr_e equations of lateral motion can be separated into six equations.
Thesesix equations are then fitted to the flight data by a least squares
procedure. Thecoefficients evaluated by this meansare combinationsof
the stability derivatives.
In the early to mid-1950's several other notable reports treated the
extraction of stability derivatives. Reference15presents a methodfor
deriving time-responseand frequency-responsedata for angle of attack and
normalaccelerations at the c.g., whenthese data are measuredat non-c.g.
locations and pitching velocity is not measured. Themethodappears
particularly applicable wheninsturments cannot be placed in the mostdesirable locations.
In 1954Sternfield (ref. 16) presenteda vector methodapproachto the
analysis of the dynamiclateral stability of alrcraft, makingpossible a
physical visualization of the contribution of the various stability
derivatives and masscharacteristics to the overall motion of the airplane.
EgglestonandMathewsalso presentedTR 1204(ref. 17) in 1954
evaluating someof the methodspreviously published for determining transfer
functions and frequencyresponseof aircraft from flight data. In general
these methodsmaybe classed as: I) analysis of the frequencyresponse
resulting from a sinusoidal control surface input, 2) analysis of the
frequencyresponseby using Fourier transforms to convert the transient
responseto an arbitrary input into the frequencydomain,and 3) analysis
of the transient through the useof least-squares solutions of the coeffi-
cients of an assumedequation (curve-fitting methods). The investigation
revealed that the curve-fitting methods(Donegan-Pearsonandexponential-
approximationmethods)appearto be less critical to inputs having regions
of low harmoniccontent than Fourier methodsandpresent the frequency
responseas analytical transfer functions. Fourier methodsindicate
characteristics of frequency responsethat maybemissed in curve-fitting
methodsbecauseof the limitations on the assumedform of the equations.
For manualcalculations, the Donegan-Pearsonmethodappearsbest suited
for highly dampedsystemsin responseto arbitrary inputs, andthe Fourier
methodoffers comparableresults but requires lengthy calculations.
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Wilkie (ref. 18) presents a statistical extraction methodfor aircraft
stability coefficients basedon a maximum-liklihoodparameter-estimation
technique. In general no significant difference in extraction accuracy
wasobservedbetweenthe integral methodof Shinbrot, the statistical method,
and the derivative method,provided the various data required by eachmethod
wereavailable to equal precision.
An analysis of longitudinal responseto unstable aircraft is given in
reference 19. Methodsof obtaining stability derivatives from flight records,
as well as possible improvementfor the methodsare given. Mention is made
of the fact that it maybe advantageousto assumevalues of the least
important derivatives and then calculate the others by least squares.
In 1959another review of the activities in the field of aircraft
dynamicstability derivatives wasundertaken(ref. 20). While the author
mentionedseveral commonmethodsfor analyzing full-scale flight data, the
major portion of the report wasconcernedwith a detailed discussion of
the techniques usedto obtain dynamicmeasurementsin wind tunnels.
Reference21 is also concernedwith dynamiclongitudinal measurementsin
a wind tunnel. Proceduresare given by which the longitudinal damping
derivative maybe obtained in the wind tunnel.
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MODERN METHODS
A United States Air Force report by Rampy and Berry (ref. 22) treated
the determination of stability derivatives from flight test data by operation
analog matching. In conventional analog matching the aircraft equations
of motion are programmed on an analog computer to provide a mathematical
model of the aircraft against which to compare the motions recorded from
an actual flight test. Theoretical or wind tunnel values of the stability
derivatives are used as initial estimates of their flight values. These
and other basic variables (airspeed, moments of inertia, etc.) are then
"fed" into the computer as constants. The flight test inputs (e.g., control
surface deflections) are reproduced on function generating equipment for
introduction into the mathematical model. The computer calculates responses
to these inputs and records them on a strip chart or oscilloscope for
comparison with actual flight test time histories. Differences between
the computer and aircraft responses are attributed to errors in the estimated
values of the stability derivatives. The values of the stability
derivatives used in the computer are then changed using a trial and error
process until the computed responses match the flight records. The
stability derivative values producing this match are then noted.
The process is very time-consuming because it may be necessary to
match a considerable number of time histories to obtain generally valid
values and the cataloging of the various influences becomes difficult. It
should also be mentioned that experience has indicated that small errors
in initial conditions read from the flight test records affect the solution
noticably. The effect of initial condition errors is to shift the amplitude
or rotate a response time history rather than to change its general shape.
Although the technique is relatively simple and straight-forward, hours
or days may be spent before a satisfactory match is obtained. The quality
of the match depends on the experience of the operator and the "goodness"
of the flight data. In an effort to reduce the large amount of time required
for data reduction, hardware and analytical techniques which achieve high
speed, repetitive operation of the analog computer, such as reported in
reference 22, have been developed. These permit automatic application of
initial conditions, introduction of forcing functions, and then computation
of solutions for a predetermined time interval. At the end of this interval,
the computer stops the solution, resets, applies the same initial conditions
and forcing functions, and repeats the computation. The sequence rate is
fast enough to make the solution appear as a stationary wave when displayed
on the oscilloscope. A permanent record of the solution may be obtained
by photographing the oscilloscope. The stability derivatives, represented
by potentiometers, can be adjusted while the computer is operating in the
high speed repetitive mode. Thus, a change in a stability derivative would
cause a different solution to appear immediately on the oscilloscope. By
scaling the flight test record to the size of the oscilloscope trace and
graphing it on transparent material, one can readily determine when a
satisfactory match has been obtained.
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In 1966Wolowiczproducedan Importantwork (ref. 23) in which he
discussedvarious factors that influence the determination of stability and
control derivatives andother behavior characteristics from flight data.
Techniquesare given for estimating both horizontal andvertical c.g. location
as well as momentsof inertia. Wolowiczpoints out that in flight testing
the methodof analysis selected governsthe control input*, andthe magnitude
and duration of the input influences the magnitudeof the perturbation. He
points out that in well-performedpulse maneuverswith lightly damped
oscillation, it is possible to determinea 2-secondperiod to within 0.02
seconds. Goodaccuracy in dampingcanbe obtained for dampingratios less
than 0.2. Theaccuracyof the period and dampingmeasurementsbecomes
rather poor for dampingratios greater than about 0.3.
In considerlng a methodfor reducing flight data to the desired stability
derivatives, WolowlczIndicates that manyof the approximateexpressionsand
the time-vector methoddependuponcontrol-flxed, free-oscillation data
which are not usuablewhendampingIs high; thus, data with high dampingare
usually investigated by a least squarestechnique or analogmatching.
Application of manyof the simpler equations for determining derivatives
requires an evaluation of the period and damping;whereas,application of
the time-vector methodrequires, in addition, the determination of amplitude
andphaserelationships. Thesequantities are obtained from the free-
oscillation portion of the pulse maneuver. The dampingratio, undamped
natural frequency, andphaserelationships canbe obtained for both short
period andphugoidfree-oscillations by relations given in the text (ref.
23).
Wolowiczobtained goodapproximationsfor someof the longitudinal
stability derivatives by keepingonly the dominantterms whenthe equations
of motion had beensolved for a particular derivative. Cm_can be determined
ue
from the initial portion (approximately 0.2 seconds) of a rapid pulse
maneuver by: I
Cm6e = __--_e (I)
In a slmilar manner CN6e can be obtained by the relation:
W Aan
CN6 e = _ _ (2)
Once CN_ue is known, CL6e can be approximated. The approximation for Cmx_e
should result in no more than 5% error while CL$_ should result in no more
than 10% error. For both, accuracy is improved if the peak control input and
acceleration response are used disregarding the phase lag between the two.
It has been found that the time difference in peak values of control input
and acceleration response is primarily the result of instrument phase lag.
* This Is done primarily to take advantage of certain slmplifications In
the analysis provided by the use of special control Inputs. More general
methods are often independent of the type and quality of control input.
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Analysis by this methodrequires instrumentswith flat responsecharacteristics
extending to relatively high frequencies (8 cycles/second).
An approximation is also given for evaluating CN_from the short-periodfree oscillation data of the airplane with control fixed:
AanCN_= C L _ (3)
In this expression the pitching-velocity and the angle-of-attack-rate term
have been neglected in the short period form of the normal-force equation.
For conventional, low performance aircraft, CL_ = CN_ for small values of _.
An approximation is also given for (CNq + CN:), but it is quite difficult to
evaluate. The static derivative Cm_ can be _pproximated to within 3% accuracy
from the relation
.,,,,I
Cm_ = - __2 (4)
ns.p.
An equation is also given for the sum of Cmq and Cm_:
(Cmq + Cm_) 21yy [CN_ 4T( 0.693 )] , (5)
= mc 2 - (T½)s.p.
where T = time parameter, m/pUS. Separating the two derivatives with any
accuracy is quite difficult; however the phugoid damping derivatives CDu
and CLu can also be obtained by using formulas given in Wolowicz's report:
U_)Cc + 2Cc _ 4_ph_nph
_)u cos _ cos 6 pUS
U_)C.___N 2CN 2_°n2phm
+
{)u cos _ cos 13 gpS
Substitution of CN = CL cos _ + CD sin _ and CC = CD cos _ - CL sin _ into
the above relations enables one to find CDu and CLu.
Wolowicz also glves some short approximations for the lateral stability
derivatives. However, because of the more complex behavior of the airplane
and the larger number of derivatives involved, the lateral-directional control
and stability derivatives are not as readily and reliably determined by the
use of approximate equations as are the longitudinal derivatives. Readers
interested in lateral approximations should consult the report.
Along with outlining the approximations for both the longitudinal and
lateral stability derivatives, Wolowicz also discussed the application of the
analog-matching technique to flight data. It is Indicated that when flight
data preclude the successful use of the graphical time-vector technique or
the approximate equations, and when time and expense will not permit the
use of an experimentation with more sophisticated techniques, recourse is
usually taken to the analog computer to determine the derivative values that
provide the best match of the analog time history with the flight time
history of a maneuver. Use of the analog computer should only be considered
(6)
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whenother techniques cannot be applied. Anexampleof the analogmatching
methodwasgiven for a high-performanceaircraft in which the accuracies
in determining the derivatives werebasedon the amountthe derivatives could
be changedbefore a trend toward mismatchbecamevident. For the longi-
tudinal motion the accuracies for CN_,Cm_,Cm_e, and (Cma+ Cm_)were found
to be 10%,5%, 10%,and20%to 30%respectively, for a strong pull-up and
release maneuver. Typical accuracies for the lateral stability derivatives
basedon well-conditioned releases from sideslip maneuverswere found to be
5%, 15%, 5%to 30%,and 5%to 15%for CnB,C%B, Cnr, andC%_arespectively.
In 1967Rubinet al. (ref. 24) presentedthe steps necessaryto derive
the regression differential equation for a set of unknownparameters. The
methodwasbasedon classical regression, that branchof statistics wherein
relationships amonga numberof different stochastic variables are found.
Classical regression consists of finding the coefficients or constants which
minimize the error criterion, usually a squaredfunction of the error. An
exampleis given in which this methodwasemployedto find the aerodynamic
stability derivatives for the lateral motionsof an airplane. Rubinet a_.
felt that the lack of connection betweenthe paperson parameteridentifica-
tion and statistical regression analysis has led to muchconfusion among
readers, if not the writers of these papers.
In the sameyear a Canadianreport by Howard(ref. 25) presenteda
refined version of the equations of motion technique to determinethe lateral
stability and control derlvatives of a STOLaircraft. This refined technique
incorporates an allowancefor unknownconstant errors (inertia errors) in
the measuredquantities. It wasbelieved that this allowancemadea
significant contribution to the overall accuracyof the method.
In 1969three reports werepublished whichmaybe valuable whendiscussing
techniques for reducing flight test data. Reference26 by Clinkenbeardet al.
deals with the instrumentation necessaryfor extracting stability derivatives
from V/STOLaircraft with a discussion of a possible methodto analyze flight
data. Analogmatchingand curve-fitting the equations of motion by least
squaresappearedto be the only techniques whichwouldpermit analysis of
the non-linear equations. Since the analogmatchingtechnique is cumbersome,
time consuming,and requires soundengineering judgment, the least squares
technique wasjudged to be the morevaluable for reducing the flight data.
A differential correction methodfor the identification of airplane
parametersis given in reference 27. Themethodemploysan iteration
procedureand canbe applied to both linear and non-linear differential
equations.
Thedifferential correction methodusesa criterion function
that is quadratic in the difference betweenthe measurement
vector andthe modeloutput vector, and it is minimizedto
obtain the parameterestimates in the following way. Themodel
output is expandedin a Taylor series for modelparameterper-
turbations about an estimate of the parametervector. Only
first-order terms of the Taylor series expansionare retained.
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TheTaylor series expansionis usedto obtain an approximate
expression for the perturbations of the criterion function due to
plant parameterperturbations. This approximateexpression is
minimizedto obtain a correction to the estimate of the para-
meters. The technique usedto computethe modeloutput
perturbations (that is, the sensitivity vectors) is described
in this paper and is believed to be new. This technique
improvesthe speedandaccuracyof the differential correction
method.
Thedifferential correction methodis not guaranteedto converge, but this
fact did not causea serious problemin samplestested thus far. Exampleplots
comparingmeasureddata to fitted data are given in the report, with good
results indicated.
Thethird report by Larsonand Fleck (ref. 28) describes the methodof
quasilinearization--a combinationof high-speeddigital computercapabilities
with established linearization techniques resulting in a newmethodof
identifying parameters. Themethodis essentially an efficient meansfor
evaluating parametersexisting in a set of algebraic or differential equations.
/he procedure is iterative in that the unknown parameters are estimated
initially and then corrected until an error function is minimized. Larson
and Fleck feel the mathematical concepts are well-known, but the combination
of these mathematical concepts with the high-speed digital computer yields
new and useful results.
An excellent comparison of methods for determining stability derivatives
from flight data is given in a paper (ref. 29) published in 1969 by Taylor
et al. The purpose of the paper was to compare a modified Newton-Raphson
method* developed by Taylor and lliff (ref. 30) with existing methods. The
Newton-Raphson technique was developed to enable the use of a priori informa-
tion and to automatically adjust bias terms and initial conditions to
compensate for errors. The method converges rapidly to minimize the weighted
mean square fit error. The a priori information may be based on wind
tunnel data or upon previously analyzed flight data. The a priori values are
also weighted so that, for a weighting of zero, the a priori values are
ignored, and, for an infinite weighting, the flight data are ignored. The
Newton-Raphson method resembles the procedure often followed in analog
matching in which, initially, the wind-tunnel values are used and changes
made to improve the fit are weighted against the departure from the wind-
tunnel values. The method has been computerized and a detailed description
of the program is scheduled to be released in late 1971 or early 1972 as a
NASA Technical Note (ref. 31).
The attractiveness of this curve fit procedure is enhanced by a
recitation of the limitation of some of the other methods. Taylor et al.
felt that Wolowicz's approximate formulas had many disadvantages, e.g.,
* See page 37 for a more detailed discussion.
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only someof the primary unknowncoefficients of stability and control
derivatives can be determined. In addition the formsof responsethat can
be analyzedare very restrictive, i.e., effects of controls mustbe either
dominantor negligible. Theanalogmatchingtechnique is not recommended
becausethe skill andtechnique of the operator is a factor in the resulting
estimates. Althoughthe regression methodsof least squaresandof Shinbrot
involve nomanualoperation as doesanalog matching, nor are they limited
in the coefficients that canbe obtained, experiencehas indicated the
variance of estimated coefficients to be excessive. Timehistories from
reference 29 which indicate the results of applying eachof these methods
to the problemof solving for the lateral stability derivatives havebeen
reproducedin the present work (fig. I thru 7). Theseplots, whicheven
include wind-tunnel data, are useful whendiscussing the accuracyof the
derivatives obtained from the flight data. TheNewton-Raphson(very
similar to quasilinearization) methodgave a resulting fit of the flight
data which wassuperior to that of the least squares, Shinbrot, and analog
matchingmethods. TheNewton-Raphsonmethodwaseml_loyedto solve the
problemof poor convergencewhich mayoccur whenthere are several unknowns.
Oneimportant advantageof this methodcomparedwith the least squares
methodis that it is not necessarythat all comgonemtsof the state
variables and their time derivatives bemeasure_. Themethodhas already
beensuccessfully applied to the problemof fin_d_mgboth lateral and
longitudinal stability derivatives of airplanes suchas the XB-70.
Evenwith the goodresults obtained from the Newton-Raphson,Taylor
et al. are quick to point out that raw flight data muststill be screened
andedited manually before anymethodof obtaining stability derivatives is
applied.
A very recent paperby Chapmanand Kirk (ref. 32) discussesstill
another improvedleast squaresmethodof matchinganalytical solutions to
flight records. In this approach the error function to be minimized contains
corrections to the calculated values of the dependent variable in addition
to the usual difference between the measured and calculated values. The
corrections are the first term in a Taylor series expansion of the dependent
variable in terms of the unknown coefficients of the _ifferential equation.
The error-with-correction is squared and the sum of these squares, taken
at a number of points in time, is minimizeD. Evaluation of the partial
derivatives in the correction terms is by the method of parametric
differentiation, a short description of which is given in the paper. The
authors report rapid convergence to acceptable values in the cases evaluated
thus far, four of which are reported in the paper. A particular point is
made in the paper that "if the starting solution does not roughly describe
the experimental data, divergence of the solution most often occurs." The
procedure suggested for obtaining a starting solution is to integrate the
differential equation a sufficient number of times to remove the highest
order derivative, that is, to change it into an integral equation. The
integrals are then evaluated numerically from the experimental data. By
varying the interval of integration a set of equations can be obtained
from which the values of the unknown coefficients are extracted by the
method of least squares.
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Thecomputertime required to obtain convergencefor a problemwith
linear aerodynamicswasabout one minuteon a IBM7094. Theother three
problemsreported involve various non-llnearities.
At least one other advancedtechnique of extracting stability deriv-
ative values from flight data is currently underdevelopmentat NASA's
LangleyResearchCenter. Called the MaximumLiklihood Method,the procedure
employsa variatlonal technique to minimize the error function. It is antic-
ipated that a description of this procedurewill appearwithin the next year
as a NASATN. Onewouldalso expect that additional refinement will appear
from time to time becauseof the importanceto gooddesign of reliable flight
test derivative values.
Theexperiencesreported in someof the modernpapersseemto confirm
the view that for systemswhich are well representedby linear equations,
for examplea light aircraft in mostof its flight maneuvers,one canexpect
to obtain goodresults with recent derivative extraction proceduresprovided
(I) the original data is accurate, relatively noise free, and
readableto three significant figures,
(2) all accelerations, as well as velocities anddisplacements,
are measuredso as to reducethe computation'sdependence
on any particular measurementandto eliminate the needto
computeaccelerations by numerical differentiation of
possibly degradedvelocity data.
It follows that the fewer the data channelsavailable andthe morecomplex
the equations required to describe the motion, the less likely one is to
obtain satisfactory results.
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LITERATURE REVIEW-.-
INSTRUMENTATION FOR STABILITY
AND CONTROL FLIGHT TESTING
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GENERAL REMARKS
The present discussion considers the questions: (I) What parameters
must be measured in order to determine the values of the stability derivatives
from flight data? (2) What instruments does one use to measure the required
parameters?
Durlng the discussion, two statements are held to axiomatic: (I) The
more independent parameters one can measure directly with comparable
quality, the more unambiguously and the more deterministically one can
assess the values of a given number of stability derivatives. (2) The
ultimate accuracy of any stabilit_ derivative extraction procedure is
limited b__y_thesi_nal-to--n_oise ratio of the measuring instruments.
Probably the most common deficiency of flight test instrumentation
systems today is the use of inferior data transducers. Money saved there
is penny-wise and dollar-foolish. Compromises are often made in order to
obtain more channels of data and to make possible more rapid data reduction;
but it must be remembered that no amount of massaging can make really poor
data good while a smaller quantity of good data can often serve many purposes.
On light aircraft where flight time is relatively inexpensive such compromises
cannot be justified as cost effective.
It follows from (I) above and the fact that there are many more stability
derivatives which one would wish to evaluate than independent equations
of motion, that one should measure as many of the independent parameters
describing the motion as possible. Those which are readily measured include:
(a)
angle of attack,
angle of sideslip, B
pitch angle, O
roll angle,
yaw angle,
(b) Velocities
airspeed, V
roll rate, p
yaw rate, r
pitch rate, q
(c) Accelerations
longitudinal acceleration, ax
vertical acceleration, az
lateral acceleration, ay
roll acceleration,
yaw acceleration,
pitch acceleration,
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In addition to these 15primary measurementsone can measurelatitude
and longitude as functions of time with navigational devices and vertical
height as a function of time with an altimeter. If the wind velocities and
wind shearsare known,then suitable integrals of the accelerations can be
equatedto the velocities; and integrals of the velocities can be related to
the position. Suchcomparisonsare quite valuable in establishing the
creditability of the primary measurements.
If the weight and thrust during steady flight are also known,then the
resultant static aerodynamicforces are readily established from the
kinematics of the situation. Theseforces are then easily reducedto
coefficient (stability derrvative) form.
Finally, to establish the forcing functions applied to the aircraft,
it is necessarythat the positions of the aerodynamiccontrol surfaces be
measuredas functions of time.
The instrumentsavailable for measuringthe parametersenumeratedabove
are discussedbriefly in the following sections. It wasfelt that a detailed
treatise on each instrument type wasbeyondthe scopeof the present
discussion. Theoperating principle of eachtype is related and sometypical
measuringaccuracies are given. Precautions to be observedin application
are also stated.
Additional discussion of the instrumentation requirementsof stability
and control flight testing maybe found in references 33 and 34. The
discussion found in reference 23 relates NASApractice in this area.
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
Aerodynamic An_
and B are defined as the angles which the aircraft reference line makes
with the tangent to the flight path. If the aircraft did not disturb the
flow field locally, then the entire flow would always be parallel to the
tangent to the flight path. But because the local flow has a different
direction from that at "infinity", one must either correct a local measurement
for this deviation (which depends on CL, primarily) or place the sensor in
a region where the flow deviation from its "true" value is negligably small.
For a small, single-engine aircraft the most convenient location, aerodyna-
mically, is at the end of a boom mounted from a wing tip. A boom extending
about six feet in front of the wing tip is generally adequate. It should
be determined beforehand, however, that boom bending and wing torsion are
wlthin the limits expected of the _ and B measurements.
Sensors are generally of two types: fixed or movable. The movable
type is typically a vane. A large flat plate or wedge is mounted at the
trailing edge of a rod. The nose of the rod is weighted so that the rod and
plate are mass balanced about a pivot point. A shaft, attached to the rod
at the pivot point, leads to a position transducer which also serves to
secure the rod to the aircraft. The aerodynamic characteristics of the rod
are such that a very powerful moment is developed if the rod does not align
itself with the local flow. One also desires that the ratio of this aero-
dynamic moment to rod inertia be very large so that the vane will accurately
follow high frequency disturbances. A natural frequency of 100 radians/second
is achievable (ref. 35). Alignment accuracy is generally on the order of
0.1° in a carefully-constructed deviee. A position transducer capable of
resolution to one part in 400 is usually required to take advantage of this
accuracy.
Fixed, pressure-sensing angle-measuring devices are capable of the same
accuracy, resolution, and response as movable vanes. They have the advantage
of being inherently more reliable because they have no moving parts external
to the aircraft. There are no bearings to sieze or static frictions to
overcome. Fixed devices are not as sensitive to small distortions in their
geometry, and they can be fabricated to receive smaller stresses from
external loads. Their external dimensions are also more compact. Their
principal disadvantage lies in the number and cost of the required pressure
transducer(s). This may be seen from the fact that angle-of-attack (or
angle-of-sideslip) is a direct function of the ratio of two pressure
differences. Because of this the cost is about a factor of ten higher than
for the movable vane.
References 36 and 37 present a comprehensive discussion of the aerody-
namics of _ and _ sensors and contain a bibliography of earlier work. It
may be mentioned in passing that no significant works on the subject seem to
have appeared in the last 14 years. The authors have also been unable to
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find any description of recent tranducer developmentsuitable for usewith
these devices, particularly the pressure-sensingversions. Thetechnology
for advancedversions of previous transducers, however,is knownto exist,
and it remainsonly to undertaketheir development.
Angular Orientation in Inertial Space
The development of inertial navigators for intercontinental ballistic
missiles led to many improvements in the design and construction of gyroscopes.
Many of these techniques are evident in the so-called vertical gyros now
finding increasing use in light aircraft. These devices, which can measure
both pitch and roll, are provided with inertial vertical references to reduce
drift whenever the aircraft is in unaccelerated flight. A rate-sensing
switch, a long time constant, or unique construction prevents the "erection"
system from producing errors during maneuvers. Accuracies are typically
within 0.1 ° . Drift is less than 7.5°/hour.
The roll-stabilized, directional gyro with a magnetic flux gate performs
substantially the same function for yaw angle measurements.
Since these free or two-degree-of-freedom gyros ideally are not sensitive
to angular or linear accelerations, they may be mounted anywhere within the
airframe and will give the same indication.
A very helpful, succinct discussion of the theory of operation of these
devices and their present state-of-development is given in reference 38.
Generally, for accuracies superior to those quoted above and for lower
drift rates, the use of "stable tables" or inertial navigator platforms is
recommended. The various types platforms are also discussed briefly in
reference 38.
Airspeed
The correct determination of indicated airspeed requires the existence
of (I) a pitot pressure source located in an area free of wakes and propeller
slipstream and (2) a static pressure source located in such a position that
the local pressure is the same as in the free stream at all airspeeds.
These conditions are seldom met ih light aircraft. The static pressure source
is usually located on the fuselage in the cabin area where a measurable
"position error"--variable with lift coefficient and sideslip--exists. Further,
cabin instrumentation Is generally inadequate for accurate, responsive inter-
pretations of dynamic pressure as airspeed and of static pressure as pressure
altitude. Finally, proper attention is seldom given to balancing the pitot
and static lines so that the pneumatic lags are equal.
What is required for dynamic measurements is a quality airspeed head--one
which is guaranteed to have an inherent static pressure error no greater than
I% of dynamic pressure for _ < 30° and B < 10°--mounted at the end of a
6-foot-long, rigid boom, itself located at the wing tip of the aircraft. The
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static orifices in the airspeed headshould be no less than 4 in number,each
with a diameterof .070 inches. One-fourth inch or larger pneumaticlines
should be usedand the pressuretransducers should be located at the base
of the boomor even in the boomif possible. The pressuretransducers
should not be sensitive to acceleration and shouldhavea basic accuracyof
±_in. of H20(62.2 newtons/meter2). With suchan instrument it is possible
to measurespeedchangesof 2.16 mphaccurately and thus determinethe
x-direction derivatives.
Reference39 gives a rather completediscussion of this history of
airspeed heads, results of an extensive series of wind tunnel tests on a
variety of airspeed headconfigurations, and a semi-empirical procedurefor
modifying the headconfiguration to offset the aircraft's position error.
RosemountEngineeringCorporation (ref. 40 and 41) has for sometime
marketedairspeed probesutilizing another methodof position error
compensation.
Anqular Velocities
Angular velocity components are almost always measured with rate gyro-
scopes. These are gyroscopes which are constrained to one-degree-of-freedom,
and their displacement about the output axis is proportional to the angular
rate input to the input axis. (Positlon-measuring gyros, on the other hand,
have two-degrees-of-freedom, that is, two gimbals.) To measure the three
components of angular velocity three rate gyroscopes are required. Generally,
precision is better and drift rate lower than with two-degree-of-freedom
gyros. The most common type of signal pickoff used with gyros is a synchro.
Accelerations
In an accelerometer a mass is positioned in the case by two springs.
When the case is accelerated the inertia of the mass makes it move relative
to the case. If one restrains the mass's motion to a straight line this
becomes the devices' axis of sensitivity. By measuring the displacement of
the mass relative to the case and knowing the spring constants one can
calculate the acceleration. The three components of linear acceleration are
readily measured with devices of this type. Accelerometers used with inertial
navigators typically can sense accelerations as low as I0-s g_ thus, these
devices are often the most accurate instruments in the entire flight test
instrument repertoire and should therefore be used extensively. Careful fil-
tering of the output signal may be necessary because accelerometers will also
respond to vibrations of their supporting structure. These vibrations can be
induced by the engine, structural resonance, and atmospheric and boundary
layer turbulence.
Care must be exercised in the mounting of accelerometers. If they are
located off the c.g. they will indicate a component due to the angular
velocity of the aircraft: a = _2, where a is the contribution to the total
acceleration, % is the distance from the actual c.g. to the accelerometer
mounting and _ is the component of the aircraft's angular velocity in the
plane described by _ and the accelerometer's axis of sensitivity.
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It will be noted that if the accelerometermassis mountedon a shaft
and constrained by two torsional springs it becomesan angular accelerometer.
Unfortunately, suchdevices havenot found the widespreadapplication they
deserve. Since the measurementscan be madewith high precision and low
noise, they are excellent as additional, independentdata channels for use
in improvingthe reliability of stability derivative extraction procedures.
Rawangular acceleration data is also useful for estimating the aerodynamic
momentsproducedby control surface deflections.
Control Surface Position
Generally, something as simple as the wiper of a potentiometer or a
synchro is connected to the control surface torque tube for position indi-
cation. The potentiometer must be capable of resolution of about one part
in 500 to maintain accuracy comparable to that of other elements in the
measuring system. Calibration is usually carried out with an accurate
protractor. Operationally, the major concern is for the noise introduced
into the signal by structural vibrations.
Weight
Measurements of in-flight weight are usually acomplished by measuring
first the weight of the dry aircraft on the ground. The fuel volume and its
specific gravity are then noted as is the payload. The fuel consumed up to
a given time is then subtracted from the starting weight to find the weight
at that time. A fuel totalizer (integrating flowmeter) is usually used for
this purpose. Through the use of such means, the weight at any time can be
determined to within a pound or two.
Thrust
Direct thrust measurements on propeller-driven aircraft are extremely
difficult to make. An indirect method is usually employed. This involves
a knowledge of the airspeed and the power delivered to the airstream. Hence,
the engine test cell data for the given engine manifold conditions must be
known as well as the propeller characteristics when installed on the sample
airplane. Knowledge of the thrust in steady level flight, of course, is
tantamount to a measurement of aircraft drag.
Signal Conditioninc and Recording
For many years a substantial effort has been devoted to improving the
techniques for in-f ight recording of the indications of data transducers.
The techniques of course are applicable to missile and space craft testing
as well as to aircraft testing. The objectives have been to (I) improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, (2) increase the data packing density on a given
quantity of recording media, and (3) record the data in a form compatible
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with automateddata reduction procedures. Inevitably this effort led to
digital encodingschemesusing magnetictape as the recording medium. Since
mosttransducers are normally consideredto provide an analogoutput signal,
someform of analog-to-digital converter must beused. Care mustalso be
taken to scale the signal for best signal-to-noise ratio. References42 and
43 documentin a very detailed fashion the design analysis usedto arrive
at an advanced,digital flight data system. Although the systemwas intended
for V/STOLaircraft, muchof the computersoftware, error analyses, data
recording techniques, etc. are equally applicable to other aircraft types.
Thesophistication of sucha systemis justified primarily by the very
high cost of flight time and the large amountof data in addition to flight
dynamicswhichmust be acquired on each flight. Frequently, for light
aircraft, the latter situation is not present andthe cost of flight time
andadditional data reduction time are less than the cost of complexsignal
processingand recording equipment. In these circumstances,an analog
recording of 12 in. wide oscillograph paper running at a speedof 5 inches
per secondis quite sufficient if the individual traces havea maximum
amplitude of, say ±3 in., for the expectedmaneuvers.Thetraces can be
read by handwith sufficient accuracyfor later digital processing.
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PILOTING TECHNIQUES
It is perhaps an obvious truism that the excitation which the pilot
applies to the aircraft should be tailored to the character of the data he
desires to obtain. For example, if one is interested in measuring C%Sa he
should perform a maneuver in which C%6 a is a dominant factor--such as a
rapid roll. Since it is difficult to determine C_p and C%6a individually in
a steady roll, it is preferable to make precise measurements of _ and _a
at the onset of a roll where the damping due to roll is still small. For
most aircraft, the time during which this is possible is very short--on the
order of 50 milliseconds. Thus, to employ this technique it is necessary
to use instrumentation capable of accurately recording rapid transients.
Funther, the pilot must extend the control surface in such a fashion that
the high frequency content of the responses are well excited in order to
obtain a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio. In other words, the pilot must
attempt to apply a pulsed aileron deflection resembling a delta function.
Many derivatives, on the other hand, can only be evaluated from changes
in the equilibrium aerodynamic forces and moments. Rapid control surface
pulses do not excite the aircraft motions in a way that permits accurate
extraction of these so-called static derivatives; their extraction is
therefore facilitated by the use of long control surface pulses, _.e.,
pulses where the excitation of the aircraft near zero frequency is
substantial.
Because of this dissimilarity in excitation requirements, it is usually
preferable to extract derivative values from responses obtained with a range
in pulse widths, giving more weight to the values obtained with the
appropriate excitation. Generally, pulses are performed from a trimmed
condition in smooth air. So-called double pulses--consecutive pulses of
equal and opposite amplitude--are frequently employed so that the aircraft
will not depart greatly from its original condition. Recording of the
aircraft motion in response to a pulse disturbance is generally continued
for a period of 15 to 30 seconds in order to define adequately the low
frequency components of the motion. Pulse amplitude is usually kept small
so that the assumption of small perturbations is not violated. Increasing
amplitudes can be employed to determine the point at which significant
inertial or aerodynamic non-linearities are introduced. It is, of course,
desirable to employ the largest input compatible with the small perturbation
assumption to obtain the greatest signal-to-noise ratio. Larger inputs
may be used with non-linear analyses to define second order effects and
cross-couplings.
Elevator pulses are employed to excite the longitudinal responses
(u, _, B, etc.) while both rudder and aileron pulses are used to excite the
lateral-directional responses (B, _, 4, etc.).
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A RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE FOR
EXTRACTING STABILITY DERIVATIVES
FROM LIGHT AIRCRAFT FLIGHT DATA
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INTRODUCTION
Because of its versatility and ease of application, the modified
Newton-Raphson technique of Taylor et a_. (ref. 29) was deemed most suitable
for the reduction of light aircraft flight test data. A detailed exami-
nation was therefore conducted to determine the constraints on its application.*
An important consideration was the degree of instrumentation accuracy
necessary to establish reliable aircraft parameters. For this purpose,
the tehcnique was used to test simulated flight data and investigate the
amount of noise that actual test data could contain and still be useful.
These results can aid in establishing instrument specifications.
* A copy of the computer deck and program listing for the Newton-Raphson
technique was obtained from Lawrence W. Taylor, The program is written in
Fortran and required only minor modifications to run on an IBM 360/75. A
detailed description of the computer program and its operation appears
in a forthcoming NASA TN (ref. 31). Copies of the program may be obtained
from L. W. Taylor, NASA Langley_ Hampton, Virginia.
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LATERAL
The Newton-Raphson method, as employed by Taylor, is a means of selecting
those parameter values which best fit an assumed model to a data set according
_o particular error criterion. The error criterion is more general than the
classical least squares criterion in that it permits the fit error to p, r,
B, and _ to be minimized as well as the fit error to p, r, and B. The
technique also enables one to use a priori values of the stability derivatives,
bias terms, and initial conditions to improve the fit of the equations to
flight test data. It is also possible to extract the stability parameters
from incomplete flight data, a distinct advantage over several other techniques.
The reader is directed to reference 29 for a more detailed exposition of the
theory of this technique.
For investigative purposes, some "flight" time histories were computed
by the following procedure. The linearized lateral equations of motion,
= Lpp + Lrr + L6_ + L_a_ a + L_r_r,
= Npp + Nrr + NBB + N_a6 a + N_r6r,
Yp Yr Y6a. Y6r
= Uo P + (_oo - 1)r + Yv6 + cl{Uo +_T_maUo + _ 6r,
(7)
with Ixz assumed zero, were solved in the Laplace domain and time histories
calculated by the method of residues as given in reference 44. Values for
the dimensional stability derivatives used as coefficients for equations (7)
were those of a .typical light aircraft, the Cessna 182. The values of p, r,
_, _, p, r, and a resulting from steps of 3° and 20° were tabulated at
intervals of 0.025 seconds for a period of 10 seconds. These responses are
plotted as solid curves in the figures showing the fit obtained by the
Newton-Raphson technique. Because aileron deflection was assumed to be
zero, values for L6a and N6a could not be determined. Based on results of
a sensitivity analysis presented in reference I, YD, Yr, Y6a, and Y6r
were taken to be zero. Thus, the problem reduces %o a system of three
equations containing nine unknown parameters, as shown below:
= Lpp + Lrr + LaB + L6r_r ,
= Npp + Nrr + NaB + N6r6r,
=-r +Yv_ + -q-_,
Uo
(8)
(_ = p .
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TheNewton-Raphsontechnique wasrequired to fit the computedtime histories
of p, r, 8, _, P, r, and_ for various situations. Equations (8) canbe
written in matrix form as:
o.
P
r
$
"Lp
Np
0
I
Lr L8
Nr NI_
-I Yv
0 0
0 ' 'p°
0 r
Uo
0
'L6r
N6rl
+
0
0
[Or]
A short-hand version is given by
X = AX + BU
The dimensional stability derivatives used in the A and B matrices of
equation (10) as a starting point for the first iteration will be referred
to as the initial values of the stability parameters. The Newton-Raphson
technique minimizes the fit error, J, one part of which is the weighted
mean square difference between the system responses and responses from the
model of the system. The technique simultaneously minimizes the difference
between the computed and the a priori values of the parameters. A priori
values and initial values are the two ways available for introducing
background knowledge of the stability parameters into the computational
scheme.
The Newton-Raphson technique was first applied to the computed data
using zero initial and no a priori values. After ten iterations, the fit
error remained large and had converged to an erroneous set of stability
parameters which gave a poor fit of the aircraft dynamics. This tendency
toward local convergence probably results from portions of the aircraft's
response being under-excited by the rudder step. Possibly, convergence to
realistic values of the parameters would occur from zero initial values for
data obtained after disturbing the aircraft with more violent actuation of
the controls. Figure 8 shows the results of this attempt to fit the
computed data due to a rudder step of three degrees (0.0524 radians).
(9)
(10)
Following some initial fluctuations the fit error, J, (see figure 9)
levels out and, after seven iterations, indicates no significant improvement
of the fit. This suggests that the technique has converged, but to unreliable
values of the stability parameters (figure 8). Examination of fit error, J,
versus iteration number in figure 9 and the time histories in figure 8,
indicates that additional information concerning the values of the dimensional
stability derivatives is necessary to obtain an adequate fit of the data.
Thus, an effort was made to develop techniques for providing initial
approximations of these parameter values, which could, in turn, be used as
inputs to the Newton-Raphson technique in either the role of a priori
values for the parameter values in the error criterion or as initial values
of the A and B matrices.
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Figure 9. Convergence of the fit error for zero initial values
and no a priori information.
To estimate values for the dimensional derivatives, the methods for
calculating the non-dimensional stability derivatives presented in reference I
were reviewed, and the procedure considered most accurate for each derivative
was programmed for the digital computer. These procedures were divided to
form two programs, one for the longitudinal mode and one for the lateral.
A simple polynomial curve-fitting scheme was used to describe the methods
which rely on information from experimental or theoretical graphs. By
using these polynomial curve-fits and the included interpolation procedures,
it is felt that data obtained from these programs is as accurate as that
estimated from the actual graphs. Once the methods for estimating all of
the non-dimensional stability derivatives were computerized, the dimensional
stability derivatives could be calculated by simply "inputting" certain
inertial and geometric information to the programs. Program listings and
sample outputs are presented in Appendix B.
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With these programsto provide prior knowledgeof the stability parameters,
the Newton-Raphsontechnique convergedmorerapidly andgave realistic values
for the stability parameters. Theprocedurefor reducing flight test data
wouldnowinclude inputting to these programspertinent geometrical and
inertial characteristics and flight condition data for the aircraft being
evaluated. Theseprogramswould then producevalues for the stability
parameters,by theoretical methodsgleanedfrom the literature, for use as
either initial or a priori input values in the Newton-Raphsontechnique.
Themajority of the input data necessaryfor estimating prior values of
the stability derivatives can be obtained from a three-view drawingof the
aircraft under investigation. Inertial characteristics are normally
available and flight condition data suchas speedand altitude are readily
determined. In addition to calculating the non-dimensionaland dimensional
stability derivatives, the programsweredesignedto evaluate the coefficients
of the transfer function, extract transfer function poles and zeros by
factoring the numeratorand denominatorpolynomials, and calculate infor-
mation necessaryto describe the frequency responseof the airplane.
Advantagesof using the previously described computerprogramsfor
determiningvalues of the dimensional stability parametersfrom flight
test data are easily shown. For demonstrativepurposes,values of the
stability parameters_sedto'compute the simulated flight test data of
figure 8 were randomlyvaried by 25%both positively and negatively and
usedas inputs to th_ Newton-Raphsontechnique as both a priori and initial
values.
First, a priori values (parametervalues used in the error criterion)
within 25%of the actual and zero initial values of the parameterswere
inserted into the computational routine andan attempt wasmadeto fit the
simulated flight test data of figure 8. The fit error, figure 10, indicates
that convergencewasobtained, but examinationof the two sampletraces in
figure 11showsthat the dynamicsof the airframe are not matched. Next,
zero a priori values and initial values within 25%either positively or
negatively of the actual were introduced into the Newton-Raphsontechnique,
and a fit of the data from figure 8 wasagain attempted. Thesimulated
flight test data wasmatchedvery closely, as evidencedby the examples
of figure 12. The fit of responsevariables not shownin figure 12was
equally good, as indicated by figure 13, a plot of fit error versus
iteration number. A comparisonof figures 10and 13 indlcates that the
fit error decreasesby morethan three orders of magnitudewhenthe same
prior knowledgeof the stability parametersis inserted into the
computational routine as initial values rather than as a priori values.
In addition to demonstratingsmall fit errors andagreementwith computed
time histories, the technique should also determinevalues for the
dimensionalstability derivatives accurately. Table I presents a comparison
of the results achieved from various approaches.
The actual values of the stability parametersin the secondcolumnof
table I were those usedto generate the simulated flight test data.
Consequently,they represent values of the parameterswhich the technique
attempts to recover. The fit error obtained whenthese values were
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Derivative
Lp
Lr
LB
L6r
Np
Nr
NB
N6r
Yv
Fit error
ActuaI
Zero initial values I Initial values in
Zero a priori valuesI error by ±25%
-12.45 -1.15 -11.8
2.54 -.141 2.56
-28.77 1.78 -27.3
4.75 -3.23 4.6
-.372 -.254 -.62
-1.26 -.009 -1.27
10.07 .198 9.49
-10.25 -.785 -10.2
-.146 -.046 -.146
.47 X 10-7 .0158 .33 X 10-6
A priori values
in error by ±25%
-10.02
2.89
-20.44
3.70
-.577
-.958
12.72
-8.20
-.139
.01718
Table I. Comparisonof lateral coefficient values.
inserted in the A and B matrices is theoretically zero, but appearsas a
small numberdue to machineround-off. The third columndepicts values for
the parametersobtained whenno prior information is inserted into the
routine. Theseparameterscorrespondto the fit error andtime histories
presented in figures 9 and8, respectively. Thefourth columnlists values
for the stability derivatives obtained wheneachparameterwasvaried by
25%either positively or negatively andthen inserted in the Newton-Raphson
technique as initial values. Figures 12and 13 illustrate the time histories
and fit error, respectively, obtained for this attempt. Thesesameinitial
estimates were inserted into the computerprogramas a priori values, and
the resulting parametersappear in columnfive. Figure 11 indicates that
these parametersfail to matchthe dynamicsof the aircraft.
In applications to actual flight data, the programsgiven in AppendixB
wouldbe usedto generate the best available predictions of the theoretical
values of all the stability derivatives for the particular aircraft and
flight condition. Thesederivatives are then usedas the initial estimates
in the extraction procedure.
Thestability derivative sensitivity analysis presented in reference I
indicates that four stability derivatives (Lp, LB, Nr, andNB) are most
influential in determining lateral stability. An investigation of column
four in table I, input of initial values within 25%,showsthat eachof
these major derivatives was recoveredwithin 6%of actual value. It should
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also be noted that, eventhoughsomeof the unimportantderivatives suchas
N are in error by as muchas 67% the time histories are closely matchedp , .
After examination of table I, one must conclude that, for best results,
prior information concerning the stability parameters is best used as initial
values in the A and B matrices of equation (10).
From the preceding results, it seems possible to determine reliable
values of the stability parameters, provided good data and theoretical
estimates of the parameters within ±25% of the actual value are avallable.
It is the writers' opinion that the techniques gleaned from the literature
and computerized in the programs of Appendix B are capable of estimating
the important dimensional stability derivatives this accurately. Thus, the
problem of obtaining usable data remains of primary concern.
Since the results of all parameter identification procedures depend
heavily on the quality of test data available, instrumentation is basic to
any analysis. Some of the more common instrument-induced errors include
random noise, calibration errors, mounting inaccuracies, instrument
bias, and time lags, among others. Consequently, to achieve reliable
results, the data must be conditioned by compensating for instrument
shortcomings. Reference 26 by Clinkenbeard et al. provides an in-depth
investigation of methods for obtaining knowledge of instrumentation errors
and techniques used to compensate for these errors prior to extraction of
the stability parameters. In the present study, several of the errors in
data acquisition deemed most likely to occur in light aircraft flight tests
were considered.
First, the effect on parameter evaluation of using data which contains
random noise is investigated. An ideal situation would be to provide the
instrumentation engineer with a chart of the type and maximum amount of
data noise permissible to obtain the important stability parameters within
a certain accuracy. However, the variety of noise types, methods of noise
compensation, and techniques for stability parameter determination make
such a categorization impossible at this time. Instead, by use of the
Newton-Raphson technique, an attempt was made to correlate parameter
evaluation accuracy with the amount of allowable noise of the more prevalent
type. This was accomplished by generating exact time histories from known
dimensional stability derivatives and attempting to retrieve these known
coefficients from the time history after it had been contaminated by random
noise. The generated time histories, shown in figure 8, were contaminated
with random noise having a normal distribution with zero mean and a standard
deviation of unity. This noise was scaled to be a given percentage of the
absolute value of the largest peak for each of the input time histories.
Therefore, 5% random noise implies that at each data point a random amount
was added to the time history corresponding to 5% of the largest value in
the recording interval.
Consider first figure 14 which shows an attempt to fit generated data
containing 5% random noise using the Newton-Raphson technique. Initial values
of the stability parameters in error by 25%, either positively or negatively,
were inserted in the technique as a starting point for the first iteration.
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Convergence was obtained and a good match of the time histories achieved,
with the exception of slight deviations in the traces of p and B as figure 14
illustrates. However, large errors occurred for some of the more important
parameters such as NB, LB, L , and L_r These deviations probably resultp
from a noise-induced error magnification associated with the non-uniqueness
problem encountered when solving for more unknowns than given equations.
To determine the effect on parameter evaluation of random noise of
various magnitudes, the computed flight test data was also contaminated
with 3% and 10% random error. The noise was again normally distributed
with zero mean and standard deviation of one. Also in keeping with the study
of 5% noise, initial values of the coefficients in error by ±25% were used
as a starting point for the first iteration. Table 2 presents a comparison
of the accuracy with which the stability parameters were retrieved for
varying levels of random noise. As expected, table 2 reveals that parameter
evaluation accuracy decreases rapidly as the magnitude of random noise
contained in the data increases. The values of the more important stability
parameters recovered from data contaminated with 3% random noise seem
partially acceptable with the possible exception of Lp, LB, and NB However,
the coefficients extracted from data containing 5_ (time histories in
figure 14) and 10% noise are totally unacceptable as table 2 indicates.
Therefore, any instrument used to measure aircraft response must induce
less than 3% noise or else extensive data smoothing is mandatory.
One then concludes that even though a good fit of the contaminated
data seems to have been obtained, the parameter values may be unreliable.
Therefore, even data with noise which is "well-behaved", meaning normally
0% random 3% random 5% random 10% rando_
Derivative Actual noise noise noise noise
Lp
Lr
LI3
L6r
Np
Nr
NB
N6 r
Yv
-12.45 -11.8 -14.76
2.54 2.56 2.47
-28.77 -27.3 -33.2
-16.72 -20.54
2.26 .953
-37.04 -45.28
3.33 -.482
-2.87 -12.84
-1.23 -2.02
.0443 -17.15
-10.44 -12.8
-.1825 -.244
4.75 4.6 4.13
-.372 -.62 -2.87
-1.26 -1.27 -1.22
10.07 9.49 4.40
-10.25 -10.2 -10.2
-.146 -.146 -.167
Table 2. Effect of random noise on coefficient values.
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distributed with zero mean,mustbe conditioned to smoothout the noise
before any analysis is performed;otherwise, the validity of the results
mustbe questioned.
Theeffect on parameterevaluation of biased instrument readings was
then considered. This problemarises whena particular instrument, for
examplethe gyro measuringp, is in error by a constant amount,called a
bias. This type error is normally the result of misalignmentor failure to
initially null the instrument to zero. A high signal-to-noise ratio is
probably the easiest andmost efficient wayof minimizing the effect of bias
errors. This wasclearly seenby adding a constant bias incrementto the
time histories resulting from rudder steps of three andtwenty degrees.
Becauseof the high signal-to-noise ratio the coefficients obtained from
fitting the twenty degreeresponseswereonly slightly affected; however,
the bias incrementscausedsignificant errors in parameterestimates from
the fit of responsesto a three degreerudder step. Table 3 provides a
comparisonof the effect on parameter identification of bias errors in
several of the responsetraces to a three degreerudder step. Examination
of table 3 reveals that the effect of constant bias incrementsis heavily
dependentuponthe responsevariable in error. For examplea bias of
3O/sec2 in _ has negligible effect on the coefficients except for Yv; whereas
a bias of 3°/sec in r creates large errors in mostof the parameters. The
table indicates that Lr, L_r, Np, and Yv are moresensitive than the other
parametersto a bias error in p. Likewise, a bias error in _ seemsmore
influential in the determination of Lr, Np, andYr. Bias errors in B give
rise to large discrepancies in L6r, N6r, andYv. In considering the effects
_rlvatlve
Lp
Lr
LB
L6r
Np
N r
NB
N_ r
Yv
Act_l
Bias Bias
error of error of
3O/sec 3°/sec
in p in r
Bias ] Bias
error of error of
3° In _ 3° In
Bias t
error of
3O/sec 2
in p
-12.45 -10.88 -18.20 -12.6 -13.81 -15.63
2.54 2.10 5.55 2.76 2.04 2.14
-28.77 -30.80 -47.43 -29.3 -31.73 -36.07
4.75 9.834 1.021 34.1 5.02 4.76
-.372 .0294 6.78 -.424 .017 -.384
-1.26 -1.43 -3.85 -1.34 -1.09 -1.28
I0.07 11.02 31.52 I0.02 10.83 10.09
-10.25 -10.94 -9.82 -20.3 -10.26 -10.28
-.146 -.178 1.154 -.066 -.314 -.147
Bias
error of
3Olsec2
in r
-12.78
2.61
-29.52
4.87
--.4
-1.35
10.02
-10.3
-.07
Table 3. Effect of bias error on coefficient values.
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of constant bias increments, one should remember that in addition to the
control surface derivatives, the most important lateral parameters are Lp,
L r, N 6, and N r. Therefore, the effect of bias errors on these stability
coefficients should be carefully considered; whereas differences in parameters
of minor importance, such as Np, may not significantly affect the theoretical
aircraft model. In summary, if instrument bias errors are not removed prior
to extraction of the stability parameters, serious discrepancies in calculated
coefficients may be present. However, by having previous knowledge of
instrument inadequacies, the aerodynamicist can remove the effect of constant
bias error when preconditioning the test data or compensate for it during
the extraction procedure.
The effect on parameter evaluation of another prevalent instrument
error, the simple time lag was considered. These time delays often result
from servo or filter characteristics. For demonstrative purposes the basic
computed flight test data of aircraft response to a three-degree rudder step,
including a time lag of I/(s 4-i) in the B trace was analyzed by the Newton-
Raphson technique. Initial values of the stability parameters with errors
of ±25% were used as a starting point for the first !teration, and the time
histories were errorless except for the time lag of 6. Figure 15 presents
the 6 time history, before contamination by the time lag, the contaminated
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Figure 15. Comparison of time histories resulting from an attempt to fit data
containing a time lag.
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time history, and the trace obtained when the lag-induced data were analyzed.
The results are very intriguing because the time history computed using the
extracted coefficients closely matches the original lag-less data rather than
that containing the time lag, the data set actually analyzed. Perhaps this
oddity becomes more reasonable when one recalls that each of the other response
variables were errorless, and thus the effect of a time lag in one variable
does not destroy the overall time history match.
The comparison of parameter values presented in table 4 indicates that
even though the time lag produces error in the extraction procedure, the
resulting stability derivative values are acceptable. For example, with the
exception of Np*, the largest inaccuracy occurred in determining Lp which is
within 13% of the actual.
Derivative
Lp
Lr
LB
L_ r
Np
Nr
NI3
N6 r
Yv
J IActual No time lag _ lag of
-12.45 -11.8 -10.9
2.54 2.56 2.76
-28.77 -27.3 -26.44
4.75 4.6 4.53
-.372 -.620 -.774
-I .26 -I .27 -I .28
10.07 9.49 8.98
-10.25 -10.2 -9.7
-. 146 -.146 -.158
Table 4. Effect of time la_ coefficient values.
* Accurate values of Np are not to be expected because the input used to
excite the aircraft was a rudder step. An aileron input is required to
produce responses from which accurate values of this derivative can be
extracted.
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LONGITUDINAL
For the sake of completeness a description of how the procedure for
extracting stability derivatives from flight data would be applied to
longitudinal motion is included. While the discussion which follows is similar
to that already presented for the lateral mode, applying the extraction
procedure to the longitudinal mode is a more complex problem warranting
separate investigation.
The linearized longitudinal equations of motion (11) were solved in the
Laplace domain, and "flight" time histories were calculated by the method of
residues as given in reference 44.
= Xuu + Xww + Xqq - 32.2 e + X6e_e,
(I - Z_)w = Zuu + Zww + (Uo + Zq)q + Z6e_e,
= Muu + Mww + M_w + Mqq + M6e_e,
= q •
(11)
Values of the dimensional stability derivatives used in equations (11) were
those of a typical light aircraft, the Cessna 182. The values of u, w, q,
e, _, _, and _ resulting from an elevator step of one degree were tabulated
at intervals of 0.1 seconds for a period of 40 seconds. These responses are
plotted as solid curves in the figures showing the fit obtained by the Newton-
Raphson technique. Based on the results of a sensitivity analysis presented
in reference I, Z_ was taken to be zero. Thus, the problem becomes a system
of three equations containlng thirteen unknown parameters, as shown below:
= Xuu + Xww + Xqq - 32.2 0 + X6e_e,
= Zuu + Zww + (Uo + Zq)q + Z_e6e,
(12)
= Muu + Mww + M_w + Mqq + M_e_e,
= q •
Equations (12) were modified to give the same general form used for the
lateral solution, equation (9). This modification necessitated eliminating
from the right hand side of the q equation, removing the dependence of
on w. This is accomplished by substituting _ (given by the second equation
of (12)) into the _ equation yielding equations of the form:
= XuU + Xww + Xqq - 32.2 e + X6e6e,
= Zuu + Zww + (Uo + Zq)q + Z6e6e,
(13)
= (Mu + ZuM_)u + (Mw + M_Zw)w + [Mq + M_(Uo + Zq)]q + (M_e + Z6eM_)6e,
= q •
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q
e
Equations (13) can be written in matrix form as:
Xu Xw Xq
Zu Zw (Uo + Zq)
(Mu + ZuM_) (Mw + M_Zw) (Mq+ M_(Uo + Zq))
0 0 I
-32.2
0
0
0
U
W
q
e
(14)
X6e
Z6 e
+
M6e + Z6eM w
0
m
Equations (12) had thirteen unkmown dimensional stability derivatives. The
technique employed to cast the equations into the form required by the
computation procedure resulted in combining I¢_ with other derivatives; thus,
only twelve coefficients can be determined. A_other relation must therefore
be specified to permit evaluation of the indfvlduai derivatives. For light
aircraft, the relation
c
Cm6e = - _-_CL6 e
is usually used to evaluate Cm6e. The corresponding equation for the
dimensional derivative is
Ltm
= _ZSe •
MSe lyy
(15)
(16)
From this relation and the values obtained from the Newton-Raphson method for
the twelve coefficients, each of the dimensional stability derivatives can
be evaluated.
Even though the procedure indicates that every derivative can be
evaluated, problems exist in obtaining reliable values of all the derivatives
because the coefficients determined by the q equation are functions of two
or three derivatives instead of one derivative as in the lateral mode. One
such problem encountered is that of obtaining an acceptable value for M_, a
very important derivative in the longitudinal mode. Equation (14) indicates
that Z6e will be determined• Then using the equation (16) which relates
M6e and Z6e, M_ can be written as:
K __%_m (17)
M_ = Z6-_- lyy '
where K Is the coefficient obtained from the Newton-Raphson technique for the
term (M6e + Z6eM_). Examination of the equation for M_ reveals that two
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numberswhich are on the order of 1.0 in magnitudemustbe subtracted to
obtain a value of MS,which itself will be on the order of 0.01 for a light
aircraft. Since two large numbersare subtracted to obtain a value which is
two orders of magnitudesmaller than either of the original numbers,the
accuracyachieved in calculating MS,a very important derivative, maybequite poor.
First, the Newton-Raphsontechnique wasapplied to the generated"flight"
data using no previous parameterestimates as a startlng point for the first
iteration or as a priori values. Since the rowsof matrix A in equation (10)
becomedependentwhenthe parametersare identically zero, the initial values
were set at ±0.1 dependingon whether the actual coefficient waspositive or
negative to simulate the caseof no prior knowledge. Figure 16 denotes_hat
after six iterations no significant improvementof the fit occurred. Figure
17 illustrates the result of this attempt to fit the computeddata dueto an
elevator step of one degree. Convergenceoccurred and, with the exception
of e (pitch angle), the time histories are closely matched. Figures 16
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Convergence of fit error for initial values of ±0. I and no a prlori
information.
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Figure 17. Comparison of time histories resulting from initial values of ±0,1
and no a priori information.
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and 17give the preliminary indication that reliable values for the coeffi-
cient wereextracted. That this wasnot the case is revealed by examination
of table 5. The coefficient values are totally unacceptableeventhough
convergencewasobtained, and the time histories of figure 17 are reasonably
well matched. Thus it seemsnecessaryto obtain additional information
concerningvalues of the stability coefficients, to ensurethat satisfactory
parametersare extracted.
Derivative Actual
X u
Xw
Xq
Zu
Zw
Uo + Zq
Mu + ZuM _
Mw + M_Z w
Mq + M_U o
X_e
Z_e
M6e + Z6eM _
Initial values of ±0.1
No a priori values
-.0295 -.0241
.0871 .8675
0.0 16.31
-.2933 -.1132
-2.2 -.1652
214.5 105.9
.0024 -.0035
-.1066 -.3947
-6.024 -9.941
-6.188 167.3
-44.32 199.9
-39.14 -117.6
Table 5. Comparison of actual longitudinal coefficients with those obtained
without prior information.
This prior knowledge of the longitudinal parameters may be obtained from
the program listed in Appendix B. This program is a computerization of the
theoretical methods for calculating stability derivatives gleaned from the
literature and deemed most accurate for each parameter. The reader is directed
to reference I for a detailed description of these methods. A general
discussion of this program was previously included in the presentation of
lateral results. With this program to provide prior information concerning
coefficient values, the Newton-Raphson technique extracted much more reliable
values of the coefficients as is shown below.
First, values of the stability parameters used to compute the "theoreti-
cal" flight test data of figure 17 were randomly varied by 25% both positively
and negatively and then used as inputs to the Newton-Raphson technique as
both a priori and initial values.
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A priori values (parametervalues used in the error criterion) within
25%of the actual and initial values of ±0.1 were inserted into the Newton-
Raphsonprocedurein an attempt to fit the "flight" test data of figure 17.
The fit error (see figure 18) indicates that convergencewasobtained. No
significant improvementin the fit occurred after eight iterations. However,
the sampletime histories of figure 19showsomedeviation betweenthe actual
and the fitted traces.
2000 -
1
fit error
300
200
I00
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
iterotion number
Figure 18. Convergence of fit error for initial values of
±0.1 and a priori values in error by ±25%.
Next, a fit of the data in figure 17 was attempted using zero a priori
values and initial values within ±25% of the actual as a starting point.
for the first iteration. The examples in figure 20 show that the simulated
test data was matched very closely. Figure 21 of fit error, J, indicates
that the response variables not included as examples in figure 20 were matched
equally well. A comparison of figures 18 and 21 indicates a reduction in
fit error of approximately three orders of magnitude when the same prior
knowledge of the stability coefficients is inserted into the computational
scheme as initial values rather than as a priori values. The final decision,
as to which method of using prior information is more benefical, was based
on a comparison of parameter evaluation accuracies presented in table 6.
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Figure 20. Comparison of example time histories resulting from initial values
in error by -+25% and no a priori information.
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Figure 21. Convergence of fit error for initial values in error
by ±25% and no a priori information.
The values in the second column were those used to generate the computed
flight test data. Consequently, they represent values of the coefficients
which the Newton-Raphson technique attempts to recover. The third column
depicts parameter values obtained when the actual coefficients were randomly
varied by ±25% and inserted in the computer program as a priori values.
The fourth column lists values obtained when these same initial estimates
were inserted into the computational routine as a starting point for the
first iteration. This table indicates that best results are obtained when
theoretical estimates are inserted in the extraction procedure as initial
values rather than as a priori values.
In application of this procedure to actual flight data, the programs
given in Appendix B would provide theoretical predictions of all the stability
derivatives for the particular aircraft and flight condition. These deriva-
tives are then used as initial estimates in the extraction procedure.
The stability derivative sensitivity analysis presented in reference I
deemed Zw, Mq, Mw, M_ as the stability derivatives most influential in
determining Fongitudinal motions. An investigation of column four in table
6 shows that even with initial parameter estimates within 25% of actual, large
errors may exist in several of the more important parameters. Therefore, it
seems necessary either to approximate the longitudinal coefficients with less
than 25% error initially or to reduce the number of unknowns to be determined.
6O
Derivative
Xq
Zu
Zw
Actual
Xu -.0295
Xw .0871
0.0
-.2933
-2.2
214.5
.O024
-.1066
-6.024
-6.188
-44.32
-39.14
Uo + Zq
Mu + ZuM_
Mw+ M_Zw
Mq+ M_Uo
X_e
Z_e
M6e+ Z_eM_
Initial values if ±0.1
A priori values within
±25%
Initial values within
±25_
No a priori values
-.02884 -.02916
.1337 .1188
-.4997 .2681
-.3030 -.2417
-2.123 -1.745
218.2 179.2
-.0001826 .001882
-.0698 -.1391
-2.830 -6.587
3.876 -5.317
6.187 -15.19
-22.42 -48.35
Table 6. Effect of initial and a priori values on longitudinal coefficients.
It may be noted that in general as the difference between the number of unknown
parameters and the number of equations increases, the more non-unlque the
solutions become. For example, the more the order of a polynomial used to
fit a given data set exceeds the number of data points, the more freedom
one has in choosing the coefficients. In the lateral case one attempts to
extract nine coefficients from three equations. Here, one tries to recover
the proper values for twelve coefficients from three equations. It is
not surprising, therefore, that even with error-less data it was more
difficult to recover the longitudinal parameters accurately.
The effect of data containing random noise on evaluation of longitudinal
stability parameters was considered. In a manner similar to that used in
studying noise effects on the recovery of lateral parameters, the theoretical
data of figure 17 was contaminated with 5% random noise having zero mean and
standard deviation of unity. Then using initial values within ±25% as a
starting point for the first iteration, an attempt was made to fit this
data with the Newton-Raphson technique. Figure 22 illustrates the closeness
with which the noisy data was matched after ten iterations. A good match of
the time histories was achieved with the exception of slight deviations in
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Figure 22. Comparison of time histories resulting from an attempt to fit data
containing 5% random noise.
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the traces of e andu. However,such large errors wereobtained when
evaluating the stability coefficients, that no further investigation of
noise effects on longitudinal parameterswasattempted.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The application of a modified Newton-Raphson technique to the problem of
obtaining both lateral and longitudinal stability derivatives of a typical
light airplane from flight test data has been presented. For rapid conver-
gence to reliable values, it is important to use initial extimates of the
derivatives which will closely approximate those possessed by the aircraft.
Computer programs which will give acceptable initial estimates for both the
longitudinal and lateral stability derivatives of a light aircraft are listed
in Appendix B. Application of the Newton-Raphson technique was found to give
good results when the initial estimates of the lateral stability derivative
values were _ithin 25% of their actual value; however, even more accurate
estimates are necessary to obtain good results from the longitudinal mode.
Because no unique set of stability derivatives can be determined from a
situation with more unknowns than equations, such as exists here, the most
effective use of the technique requires the exercise of more judgment than
one would wish and makes its use by the inexperienced somewhat less than
routine. As one might expect, convergence will be easier to obtain as the
number of stability derivatives to be recovered in reduced, thus giving a
more determinant system of equations. In the previous analysis, Yp, Yr, Y_a'
Y6 ' and Z_ were assigned values because, in general, aircraft motion is
re_atlvely insensitive to variations in these particular derivatives (ref. I).
Further study of the sensitivity analysis indicates that it may also be
practical to assume theoretical values for other derivatives, yielding a
smaller number of derivatives to be determined. In reference I it was found
that the derivatives which proved to be of major importance for the longitu-
dinal analysis were Zw, Mw, M.., and M_, while for the lateral analysis they
w
were NB, Nr, LB, and L_. Therefore, fheoretically estimating derivatives suchP
as Xu, Zu, Mu, Xw, X_, and Zq for the longitudinal mode will reduce the number
of parameters to be identified and improve convergence. For the lateral mode,
if the input is predominately due to a rudder deflection, a theoretical value
of Np would reduce the number of unknown derivatives; however, if the input
is dominated by an aileron deflection, a theoretical value of Lr may be
assumed.
The program described makes it possible to favor in the extraction
procedure those measurements or maneuvers deemed to be more reliable.
However, information from other sources--insturment calibrations, previous
experience, etc.--must be used to take advantage of this flexibility. For
the studies conducted here, all quantities were taken to be equally important.
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SYMBOLS
A
a n
B
C
CC
CD
CDq
CD u
CD_
CD&
CD6e
CL
CLu
CL_
CL&
CL6 e
stability matrix
normal acceleration
control matrix
wing force parallel to the airplane reference line
coefficient of wing force parallel
C
line _
D
drag coefficient
3CD
)(qc)
2U
to the airplane reference
U BCD
2 Bu
_CD
_CD
_(_c)
2U
_CD
_6e
lift coefficient (L/½pU2S)
U _CL
2 Bu
_CL
_CL
2U
_)CL
)6e
7O
C£
C£p
C_r
C£B
C%8a
C%6r
Cm
Cmq
Cmo,
Cm&
Cm8e
CN
Cn
Cnp
Cn r
Cn 6
rolling moment coefficient (L/½pU2Sb)
9C%
apb
(2U)
_C£
_)(rb.
_J
96
;)6a
_6r
pitching-moment coefficient
_Cm
(2g_)
(M/½pU2Sc)
_Cm
_)Cm
;)(&c
_Cm
a8 e
coefficient of wing force normal to the airplane reference line
?CN
yawing-mount coeff icient (N/½pU2Sb)
acn
;(2U )
aCn
_(rb)
2U
_Cn
I
_6
71
Cn8a
Cn_r
CT
Cyp
Cyr
CyB
Cy6a
Cy_r
C
c.g.
D
g
Ixx
lyy
Izz
Ixz
J
L
Lp
Lr
9Cn
98a
9Cn
)6r
thrust coefficient (T/½pU2S)
(2L_)
9Cy__
rb
26
_6a
96r
mean aerodynamic chord
airplane center of gravity
drag force
acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft/sec 2)
moment of inertia about the x-axis
moment of inertia about the y-axis
moment of inertia about the z-axis
product of inertia
fit error
lift or rolling moment
pUSb 2 BC£
41xx _(-_--_)
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L v
L_
&#
M
Mq
Mu
Mw
M_
M6e
Np
Mr
Nv
N6
L_jSb ;)C%
21xx _6
UoLv
#_U2Sb _)C%
21xx _6r
length from c,g. to tail quarter chord
pitching-moment about the c.g.
AUSc 2 _m
41yy _(2g_)
pUSc U _Cm
lyy (_ _-_--+ Cm)
pUSc _Cm
21yy _
_Sc 2 _)Cm
4_,fy &c
ae_-)
oU2Sc aCm
2[yy a6e
mass in slugs
wing force normal to the airplane reference line or yawing moment
pUSb 2 BCn
41zz _(___)
pUSb _Cn
21zz 26
UoNv
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N_a
N_r
P
q
r
S
S
T
(T½)s.p.
U
U
Uo
U
W
W
X
Xq
X u
X W
x_
X_Se
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pU2Sb )Cn
21zz _6a
#U2Sb )Cn
21zz )6r
rolling velocity
pitching velocity
yawing velocity
wing area
Laplace variable
thrust
time in seconds required for absolute value of transient short-
period oscillation to damp to one-half amplitude
airplane velocity
the control vector
equilibrium airspeed
perturbation from equilibrium airspeed
airplane weight
perturbation from equilibrium vertical velocity
the computed state vector
_ PUsc 3CD
4m 3(2_-)
pUS. U )CD
m (- 7 27- CD)
2UmP_(CL _CD
-_--_-)
pSc 3CD
- 4m &c
_ 9U2S _CD
2m _$e
Yp
Yr
Yv
Y6a
Y_r
Zq
Z u
Z W
Z_
Z6e
0.
6
6a
6 e
6r
_;ph
8
1T
_pUSb _)Cy__
4m 3 (pb)
2U
pUSb 8Cy_._
rb
4m )(_)
_ pUSc 8CL
4m a(2_ )
pUS(_ U 3CL
m _ a-"u--- CL)
pUS( 3CL CD )
2m 30.
pSc _CL
-- -_
3(_[_)
angle of attack
sideslip angle
aileron deflection
elevator deflection
rudder deflection
phugoid damping ratio
pitch angle
3.1416
density
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_nph
C°ns.p.
roll angle
yaw angle
phugoid natural frequency
short period natural frequency
A dot over a quantity denotes the time derivative of that quantity.
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co PROGRAMLONGITUDINAL GEOMETRIC
G
C
C
C
¢
C
C
C.
r
C
C
G
C
C
c
C
G
c
c
c
c
C
C
g
c
g
C
c
c
g
C
c
r
C
C
C
r
C
C
r
C
C
C
G
C
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AO2m[ .0 _b_3
AO'&t)l_( AO2-AOl I _IA3ZE_" I'_* 81 I II*OeZ I 361
GO Tit _1 36;'
$_ART _*'2-0.802715*ART .2, ??1 qq 36+,
GO TU _1 365
S8)_A_T_Z-O. 80;g71_ART_ZoT7199 _b7
i2-'O* U¢OSSS_Og*MT*+3*O* G21kP++l&_?ml-O_ lOi?ON TtZ. 11719 36B
_O_ADI+I A02-_01 )*( AJ2D-(_O,I| III-B+.I I 3kq
C.O To 41 3?0
$ *I_T¢+I. 6g1116 373
AD'uAU)_'I" l _,02-- AO L I_ + &J_O"+ I --O. Z ) I _ l -O, _ l 3 1_
GO T_ 4Y. 375
3_, AOL-Q+ 00013,?+_'_T **_r-O, OO++431/l&KTIm+_d)+ 0+_31 )_RT.I-Q. _$1_ 3?6
ieA_T_I * 6_1_t6 3_
AD_" *Q • 000007Z435L * N_ T*_'b*U, (]_RI_ 3H_|_JlCkUffN S-O. _|l$|_l_T_q _ .0 31'8
_AiDLe( &O2-AD| I _(A_K_I-O_3) I/('Ot | ) 380
GO TO *.1 _82
AO_*- O*O000L 168L eA_ Tem_*Oeq_O_30E _pIAKTIm_-O*OQblL EL 4_&N71I]_O _0_ 384

@0
c CLINICO|N9 ANO C_tlN ARE THE ST&alLITY OFR|¥ATiYE$ _I_E TO GONTR(_L 513
C S_RFAGE DEFL_CTIO_So GLIN [S EITHI_R THE P/LRTIAL OF GL tilTH 514
;RESPECT TO ELEYAT(_ _EFLECTIOH UA FLAP DE_LEGTI(_* THE VALUE OF _ 515
IL_ETEP, HItiFS _l_THfk IT ¸ [5 CO_EKNED tilTH FLAPS OR ELEVATOR* 516
C 5IT
C : IF K IS C,IYEN THE VALUE I THEN GLIN. COIN| /_qO GHIH _E PARTIAL 518
OE#1,_aTIVE$ NITH KESPECT TU ELEV&Y5R DEFLECT|ON. IF q,'2 THEN THE SlqPARTIALS _E TAKEN tilTH IUESPECT TO FLAP DEFLECTION* $20
52t
HUNER DEF[/_ES dHIC_t ;#&HSFEK FUINCTIDN tie ARE INTERESTED IHe iUe 3ZZ
C _LPH_,TH(TA._ HI. H_qER-I GIVE r. VARIATIONS IN U* HUN_A-E _;IYES 5?3
(; ¥_[AT[ON$ IN ALPHA. NUMEA-3 GIVES VAKIATIQN$ IN THEr&e AND 5Z*_
NUI4E#=_, G|VES YAKLATION$ IN ti* $255Z6
THUS. FOX EXAHPLEu IF _-Z AND NU_iEKmZ THE T_A_FER F5NCTION tilL|. 52T8E V&RI&TION IN &LPHJ. DUE TO OEFLECTION OF THE FL&P$. 328
529
ArC |$ THE &CC_Y USEO THROUGHOUT THE P_/_I TO GONPAItF TND 530
G K_JMSE&S TO SEE IF THEY aRE SUFFiCIFf/TLT (;LOSE. 531
G 33Z
(. IT $_UULO OE NOTICED T_T THE F_OGk_N [S SET-UP TO CALCULXTE THE 533
C D|NE_I$1ON&L ST_iLITY OFK|V&TIYE$ &MD THE DEOIHATOR POLVNON|&L 5_
G ONLY _INCE; THEREF[_kEw THE V/4._ DF _ SHOUL_ REN&IN CJ_STANT FOR 333
G & PART|rUL_ DATA SET. _6
G 33T
335
LCOU_T-LCMT_I 539
1F(Li_DUNToGE.2iGO TO 43
i [F(_.NiE.I)GO TO 3q 54*0
tiRI TE | 3_214t 541
21 _, FOKHATi|gX_?8(e_*I_/l15X_t_.etg&X_welg/_XI_ e_31X_eAFSPONS_ TO 34Z
,$ELFVATO& DEFLECT iONs _ )OK g * eel 5_3
GG T_ 6_
39 tiRl TE 13.215) 545
2L_ F_H&Tll_t_)8|*e*|_/elSX*U_lJ 96Kgl_'lt/It5_$ *I33XgURESPONSE TO _6
SFL&P DEFL ECT ION1.32X* I 8.) 34T
60 kd#l TE ( 3_ _L6| CL IH.CJIN*GNIN_X* AC_ _4_
2L6 FORtiAT(13X_**_l*q6X*ee*eI,L5X. *_**gbKl*_'_*/lSxg*_' ewlC4.lN -e_FlOo6 349
$.4X* '(;DIN -* _F).Oo6*4X_*CN|N "t_FL:)*O_4_t*l_ i* _i2._X.I ACC -IgFl4°8_ 350
S_X_* I** l113X,l_ .c)&Xe _s* f/_13X.98( I _ I ) 331
33Z
CALCULATION OF OIME_I$1GNAL STABILITY Gt_AiV&TIYES $53
G SS_
U _0 OC /_E JUST CONST/d_T$ L/SEO TO C_CULATE T_ DIHE_IO_IAL SSSSTAt_|L ITY DE# IV_TIVE$. SS6
G SS7
D._H(]jUe $/N$ $38
OC_XH(_U_ S_*(;H/I yy SSq
C D[HFi_S]CX'tAL $T&IIL|TT DERIV&TI¥E$ $61
C S6Z
XU_D_ |- | C OU_.CO | | $63
/.U_Oe ¢ - | CLt_(;L; | _6_
TU-DSl GTU_CT I 566
X_ I D/Z.C)e| CL-COA) 36T
Z_(O/2.0 |_l -( CL_D! ) 568
f4k_ (0(;/2°0) IC_qA _bq
l DN._ XH(_ S_(;N_CL Oa/¢ **. O_q___J 570
H_. _110_ $_<;N ('¢ K_C_O &/¢ 4 * Oe I YY I 572
XQ--_HOWdeSeC_C _/( 4.0 e_S I $73
ZG-- _HO_U_SeGH_LG/t4 ° 0_$ I $74
H_0_O¢_I_C_/4.0 575
TRP N_ 30_GH_Oe_;TRPIq ST6
X Ik_-D_O IN'U/Z. O 3?T
;' IN_-D_CL II_U_Z .O $78
N1Pk,O_SCN| N_Uf2 *0 ST9
| F! L(;QUNT'.GT * 1 IGO TO 61 $80
NHI y F I 3.2;_T j XUeZU_ HUe TUt XN eZN .INe XDti .lON e I40tie AGe ZQs Nk)eT R_leX Iq e SSL
S_|NtN|ti 38Z
ZIT FORJIATI/ftZXmI251 ee* I ¢/eZX • ee s _12 I_C. n_e t/eZRe e_' t4_bXe eOIN_HS|OkJti" 383
&STAI&I L| TY _KIVATZVES' t_Xeeee */.ZXe lee .12LXe *e* e/_2_. *_0._* S_
$' XU -*.I;LO*SvI, Xm' _U "*.FLG°SeIX.* tiU '.'.F|005*4_." TU -*. S$S
SF|O_5wIXe _ XM m*gF_oSeIXe e _ti mteF_OeSl5Xee_se_eZXeeeo_5J(t S06
s Hd _*pFLOeS.IRs* XN_ m*.FIO*S._K.* J'DN ue.FLO*SeIX." _Od _e. SST
SFIO*3.IR_* XU **.FEO.S*IX." Zq IIIF_O°St_X_Iet_IZXII_i_X_ S_O
St _ _eeF_OeSsIKgeTRPN m*_F_O*5_X_* XlN l*_FlO.SeI_* e ZIN _leFlO $89
$.S.IXe e NIN n°eFIO_S. Z3Xei_'et_e_K*e_sueLZ_Xe'Ise./eZX. L_I ._nelj $90
C 591
G CO_FFICIEtiT$ FL_ TR_NSFE& FUNGTIUN 592
593
C AI_ &Z_ _3, &4, AS ARE CONSTANTS USED TO SEf_LIF¥ THE GALCUL&TION $94
C _F TNE DENOI4|It_TOIt ANO NU_ER&TOX _,_EFFICI_NT$_ 595
G 596
61 AL-TUmrO$_XU SgT
4Zm $ | _X &_TU- ZU $98
A5m_J_II$_TU_ IYY÷ND $99
&4_ 1 * O-ZDN 600
_5-LOI.U 601
G 60Z
(; DEN[.IH|klAT_ C,O_FIGIFNTS_ DS(51S_*_OSIII$_e5_$I5ISs_2_OSI2I$ 4" 603
C 05111* NHERE $ REPRESFHT$ THE LAPL_G|AN OFEI_ATOX* &O_
C 605
OSIS|=/_ 606
,05| _'1 _&&_* I HQ_AI )-_ Ik'NDtiuX SI"XOV(sI_ b_)T
DS( 3 J _XI _ I 1_IsJI_ N_ N_ti_A S )-A_ _ | ROMe& SI, X_A4 J_M_N--/k_e | 14QI_Y_'N"XM - 608
$ RQ*_HDti| ,_,HDlIOG$ | NC,Jt,- Wd_ A S 60_
D$ ( Z ) raGS | NGN_n( ]|_)t_A)_ HN--MOti_I,A 1 | _,'(;l_ ]$G_qtt I -AZUHI)N_A3eA4 | '_.A3_ | - XMI AS IblO
$4*ZtioXI] | -A2_| --XO_Xld_NU I _*AL_ I -N5_N_Nti_AS| 611
05( 1 | a G_O._mq • ( Hil* ( -AZ ) --_id_A3 ) 4'G$1/IGti* |XIdeA_-NWm A_ I 41Z
6].3TH_ 00 LOOP 8FLO_I (_ETE_MIN_$ THE ORDER OF THE POLYNI_IAL IN THE 4l*-
G OEN_kql N&TORe tiD* bL5
(; 416
IF I OAB$ ( DS( 1 ; I *GT*&CC I NO'I--1 418
_2 CONTINUE 619
IF(HD*HE*OIGU TO 63 &ZO
r 621
C IF NO - O* THERE 15 NU CNARJ_TERISTIC E_LITILIN* THEAEFORE THE 6ZZ
C PRO_,I_4_I 1$ TEI_q|NATED. 6Z3
C 624
CALL EXIT b25
C 6Z6
C NUNEK&TQ_. COEFFICIENTS F0_ U V4AIATION* tiIJ_lIiSee3_*N_$13J._m24' 6ZT
C N_JS( Z| $*NUS( 1 ) _,20
G 629
43 HU$ ( _ I iX 1N_XI"<_Z | k_XON 630
I_J$ | 3 ) -44** I XQ_HI he'-iqQ_Xi N I_'A_ I XOtieH| N"HOtt°X XHJ--_MOK| N_'_| N_( Xk_-XO,ll 431
$*_XqSHON | 632
NUS( 2 |_A_I -HWI"X l N_NI NI*X¥ ) *'GS | tiGq*( HOb_X I N- ADtie H _H) -G(;O$ON_ I NOV 633
$ e Z I N(_A,_eM I N ) _X |Nqq_e_ ti+i | tie | Ml_q_X_I--N_ Kid ) -XQ('Z Ilion [ N &3_
NUll 1 )raGS |_q_IX|_ti-XM_eN|N |4_G(;_$GH_ (_N_NJM_NIdIeZIN J b3S
C NUIIER&TON COFFF|GIENTS FOR ANGLE OF &TT&CX VARgJITlUmli_ NA$IIIS_3 _, 637
C H&$i 3 J $_;Z_*NA $1 _ I $(*NA $| | | 638
C b 39
llA$l 41-11 ti/U

INCLUDkO AitE SELECTED VALtJlES OF I_fl.Ol**lt|*O_LO*O*lO0*O*lO00*O) P&S
PLUS S VALUES _UUND E_H MATUE&L FmEqUENCPI2 A_Et Z B|'L_t MiO T?O
T)_ NATUAJL FItEq_lCYI TO INC&EkSE OATA IN THE BODE PLOT CRIT|CA_* TTI
77Z
MIEASo 773
TPH
Ilfl L ) 1,01 P75
O0 76 |J_'Z,b TPb
|lq_| J-I TPT
RE( | J)-tlf 4 llli It_lO,O 771
76 ¢(]_7 iNU( ppg
lUlF IS T*4E WEn OF NATtlRJd. FN_|G_EII_|ES TO BE USEO II1 THE 800E 780
ROUT|HE o 78L
7N2
ILtlF_6 P83
78_
I| AND Ill A_E COUNTE_S USED TO _ETENm|NE THE _tt_IRUM VALU_ U_ RMF 783
OEPENOEItG (_1 TME NURSER OF NAI_JRNL FNEQUEN(;|E$ IN |laTH THE 786
UE_&TQR AND TNE OENOII|NAT(I_ UF & PART|CUL_ TRanSFER FUNCTION, 7_7
789
| | -0 Pe9
TgO
1_-0 79|
IF||°EQoOIGO TO Te 792
|FIIIoEQ°2D GL] TQ 77 7q3
tdF (1 Z _0o 9'* NklP 7q_
dec 1 _ | IO* ?_lIN_ 7_
de( I_|-UNP T_
dF| LSJm|e lallNP PgT
Id_l L_ ¢ "L • 2S_*_P Tgm|R_l
TT dF| ? I I° 9**NNSP HO0
RF¢ 8 ) _. ?S_1_45P 80I
_F¢ 9) ItdNSp _03
_F| LI | "1 ° ZS_WNSP 803
|1"1 _06
|F|I_MFoEQe161GO TG 78 e07
I_liF'| | SOS
_TROT IS USI_D TO F|NO Rf_T$ OF A PARTI_Ut.AR NUNEAAT$N OEP_NDI_G 80g
ON T_IE YALU_ OF UE_t S|O
81|
?fl |FCNU_N_EQ°_J&O TO Pg !112
¢FINUME&°EG*_JG(] TO 80 8E3
|F|NUINEI_,EQ°_GO TO 8L 81H
CALL _ETROT ¢ _PH$ INNI R_lt_ N | NI 813
GO TQ &Z 8|6
Pg C_LL GETNOTINUS_MI_R_NwRIN| 8tT
GO TO BZ 818
8(] (.A4.L GEPR(]T(NRS_RM:gRRNoNIN| N|g
GO T_ 8Z NZO
81 rALL GETI_OT¢._Som/mMNwNINI N2L
_2 UEITE4 _ZEI IlZZ
ZZ8 FOKNNT¢|X_ °_g _36Xt _NUI_R_T(_ ROOTS° tSPXllll _/_lX_m_ t|_EXgge_| 823
IIRI TE¢ 3_ Z2H) | j_N| j| ! RINCJ )_ j_l _ IIN| 8ZH
WR:|TE ( 3_ Z23!1 8Zb
IF THE O&R_|_ll; RATiU HAS AN ABSOLU!r_ VALUE GAE&TER PeI&N ONE¸|& N.O_- 8_7
OSC|LL&TOR¥ ROOE|_ T_IEN A DRHI_EO NATURAt. FN_IU_C¥ I$ NOT B28
C_LCULATED P(_R THE NUI4EN&PORo THEN_F[_ MO_P aND _l(]P ARE LEFT AS 82g
ZE_(] • _ _0
631
NOSP-OoO _3_
MO_O. O 833
|F(D&|$|ZSPI *GT*I*O| GO TO 83 83H
kIDSPgMNSPeO$_. q_T ¢ 1 • O-Z SPeZSP | 83_
83 |EIOAE$1ZP).GT.L°O| GU TO _ 83b
S37
MOPI _NP_O S_ ! ¢ 1 ° O-J_p! _p | 8 $8
Tt_E TND UKETE STATEMENTS 8ELOM PI_|NT THE PEIkTI_ENT |etF01tl_T|0N FOR 83 c_
(]SCILi.&TQt_Y V_OOES iN TNE NI.qqERRTOJ_o ¢F THE NATUEAL FI_EUU_N(;|E$ 8k0
NH|).RE pREi_TEO MS ZErO THE NDOE ¢S r4UPt-OS_ILLkTORY°
8_2
Be* MNITE(3tZZg|NNSP_MO._,ZSPtTIZSPITO_$P H*.3
MIt|TE(3_Zg|VlNP_tLP_TI2PtPOSP 8H_,
Z2_ FQ_MAT| 1N o I e* t2BXo_g-*'_ F IL °Hg 3N_F |(], H_|Ix_F 10°3 _IHx_ 10° _° 22Kt °**e t 8_$
8_6
$/wlxv _l • 128At _,l | 847
MR| TE ! _t230)
Z3(] FORMATE IX_ I_ • 3_Xo _81 ,.i | _3SXl t_l t/I IX! °I_ • _ZU_ ¸l lJ _f ol)_Bg_ I _3Jt_ _ 8_
SB00E PLOT |hiFON_ATEON_ _SHX_Iolg/_lX_ *I*_[28X_ It° _/tlJ_t_ee2lXo IFRE B_9
$_Kj_NC_re_26X_&RPLITUO E RAT|O_:e_m@HASE ANGt.E t _|j(_o_g_/tlX_l_l_l _5_
_Xg t_AD/SE_ ,EX_ tC¥_.LES/SEC _ _ L_Xe tpu_.F* elOAt tOErI_ELSJ II_Xe*N&D|NN _3L
8S2
$SIgE_e 'OEGREES° _13X_°**l ! 833
THE _EXT FEU CAROS ARE A ROUT|N_ _D FINO MO&E YALUE$ OF MF FUR TIt_ 8S_.
BOOE PLOT ROUT|N| O£PE_DINK; ON tdHETHER O_ NOT THE UER&_01_ HAS N B_S
(]$CCLLNTORY M_ESo TH_ FKE_iUE_I'.tES _ THE ¥&t.UE$ OF _W AyE B_bCHOSEN |_ THE SA/e_E N&_INEK AS THOSE OF Tit| _)EN_]_q|t4_T_ I_RE¥KOU$ 8_P
8_8
J4ENT! ONEO° _3_
ND| AHO RNl &_E U$_U TO PKEVqE_T HAYING ZERU SUB$C.R|P_$ t_IHEf4 860
_&LCLILAT|NG THE NLkqERATON AND DENK]HINATOK GAINS FOR THE BODE PL3T 8'&1
$LIBROUT |NEo _6_
_63
NDIm_tD_ 1 B6*
K4MI-MN_ 86_
|F(Z.EG.O|GO TO 87 866
8AT
11 A_0 _K /_RE COU_TERS USEO T_ DETERIq|NE T_tE MA_[|_JM VALUE OF _MF_ B6_
8b_
|F|||°EG, OQ/_40*iI_oE_oOIG(] TC 86 870
871
¢F¢|IoEQ°|.A_D.I_oEQo0IG0 TO aS 87Z
MF¢ 17 | I° g_WklSP 87_
WF( 1_¢ _RNSP
kiF| ZO _'1o L_klNSP 873
WE| 2 | |11o Z_kiSp _76
I_F-_ | 8PP
GO TO 8P BPE
8_ _4F| 1Z Jm°g_SP 879
MF| 13 | m°?3_MN_P BHO
_tlH|'_SP N8¢
Wle| _SIII* Le*dNSP 8BZ
ME| 1_| mL° Z3_MNSP 383
KMF_|6 86H
GO TO 87 S_S
8_ |IF | p ) i_9_klhSP 8_6
tiP( 8 ! i o7_eeMt_Sp _87
ME| 9) I_NSp &_8
MF¢ 1D) iI°.|_qdNS P _N9
NF( 1| | m_o 2S_IdNSP _9O
I_MP_L | 8g!
87 |F(NUt4ERoNE*|IGO TO BN 8gZ
THE GA|N |K_A|N) FU_ THE ROOT LOCUS PLOTS IS GALC.LJLATED FR(_q TIt.E _)_
C(_EFF|C|ENT5 OF TH_ HIGHEST ORgER TERM |N THE DEN(_4|_ATOR AN(| 8_S
UEft&TC_I TF-K_&|N|$-&)|$-8|/|S-C|¢$'0)v MHEF_E & AN0 B &I_E R3(]T$ I]gb
C OF TFII_ Nu(qERATQR AND C A_ O ARE ROOTS OF THE D[NOW|_ATOR. 897
C 898
KGA I _b'NU$ ( _L |/OS I M01 ) 89q
GO TO 91 qO0
88 |F(NUNER,NE.2|GO TO 89 901
KGA ( H_HA$ ( RNI |10$( HDI ( 902
GO TO 91 q03
8q (F(HUMEIt°HE*31GO TU qO qOH
KGA (NaHTHSI WNI I I D_ (MO | J 905
GO T_ ql 906
qO KC,A I N_HIIS ( MN L | J D$ ( #01 | 907
q| KKMFmKMF 908
C 909
C THE MEXT IZ CARO$ RANK THE WEtS IN ASCENDING OROER, 9|0
C 911
92 MAXaWF( l ( 912
LKII q13
93 JOm2,KI_F 9LH
1F I WF ( JO ) .GE • WAX |LKIJ D 91
(F ( dF ( JO( ° GE ° WAX (MAXaWE ( JO! qL6
q3 CONT (MUE 9L?
MSAV=WFI KKM_ ( 91§
MF(KKWE )mWAX 919
MF( LK( I_A¥ 920
KKMF_KKMF-I 921
IF(KKHFoE_.L(GO TO 9_ 922
GO T_ 92 923
C 92H
_0OE IS THE SU_I_OUTI_E WH|CH CALCLJLATE$ /_LJTUOE RATIO AND PHASE _25
C ANGLE FOR EACH MF, TH_ (NFORWAT(C)_ |$ TRANSFERRED TO TVI£ HA1NLINE 926
C BY TH_ U$_ OF A tCOl_qONe $T&¥EHENTo 927
C 928
9_ CALL BOOEIMOo_qHtKWF) 92q
WRITE (3BZ31) (UF| | I D_CYCLE(() _ AHP_( | J ,ANPRO6(I (t pHASE( | (, ptCD£G| |) 11 9_0
_mltK_ ) 931
23| FOR_t&T(IJ_I_I _13X_f_|O°StbX*FlO°S_L2XlFlO'Zt6X_FIOoSeL2XlFIOo_*I6X_F 932
_O_S_ L3_t I_l ( q33
WRITE |3t232) 9_
23_ FORHAT(|Xt _lt12eXt J_ I_I_LXI130( I _l I | 93_
GO TO $8 936
El/I| 937
S_/_ROUT I HE GETROTI CUE F h MgkOOTRt ROUT I ) t2
GETR_T ($ A _LIBROUTIH_ MH/Ct4_ USING OTHEK SUeROUT(ME$_ CALCULATES
HOOTS! OAWP|NG I_ATLO$_ AND NAT'JRAL I_REQUEN_I_$v AND tHESE ARE H
CC TRANSFERREO TQ TH_ H&|HL(HE BY U_E OF • I_J_k_ONg $TA_E_NT°
IMPLICIT _&L_8( A-Ho U-( |
RE_L_8 H$ t I YY t/CUt AN _qDM __w _11H_ NU $_ NA$_ NTtt$ w_GA 1H_KC s KROOT _ KKK IKD _ 8
AKHt HW$ 9
CO_PL EX_I6 P*TST |0
CO_MOH MtCSP_ZSptIl_$.p_TO_$p_j_I_lpgTj.Zp_TOSptNF|_|_R&O¢|O]eRRH( |1
SlOI _ |0( lOit R|N! 10| _A_Fq_ [ Z_ ( t PHASE ( 21 |_ACCtMC_LE|21| e ANPR(_8 | 21 ) tP 12
SHO_G( 2| | eKGA |H 13
COH_ON | LH
O|_E_$10N NU$(5( ,HAS( 5J t t_TH$| _1 _DS(6|IROOT&(LO( ,HOOT| | 10 I_C(51 ,KC( 15
$_1 _QUE_ (31 _2| 3) f RR1 (Z| m_R2|21 IA| 1 |2| _R|2(Zl _CC(_|_ A_| 3) _COFFI ¢6 16
$(_I(_)_XR(3(eXI(3)_COF(31e&E42|t_lWI2(_R(]_T(L)eGOFF(2hKI_K(211_NM 1"1'
$$|5(tP(6) L8
C lq
THe'3 _|F_ ST_TE_EWT$ 6ELOt_ DECIO_ dH|CN ROOT-EXTR_tIO_ 20
C SU_K_]UTINE TO CALL O[PENOING ON THE VALUE OF HITHE _DEA OF THE
G P(]LYN_IAL ] o
¢
|F|W, EQoH|GO TO 3
IFCWoE_Q3JGO TO 2
!F(H°EQo2)GO TO 1
C
C THE SUBROUTINES SINGLE! QUADw CUBE, AND FOUItTH $0_¥£ (THE S_LUTiON
C I$ ArH|EVED |N CLOSEO FORM _dqO THUS REQUIRES NO |TEKHTIVE
PIkOCEDURE| FOR ROOTS OF FIRST_ $EC_NDI TltiKOt ANO FL_LIRTH ORDER
C POLYNOM| AL$o KESPt_CT| yELY°
C
CALL $ | NGL E ( COFF | t KOOTR t _O()T| I
GOTO_
L CALL GAJAD|COFFI_ROOTRg_OOT||
GQ TO H
2 CALL CUDE(COFFI,ROOTR_ROOT|)
GO TCJ
3 CALL FOURTH|CO4;F|wROOTR_ROOT||
C_ TII_ FO_LOtd|MG CA/kD$ TEST THE A(]OT$ OF THE P(]LYNOH|AL TO CHECK THE
CC ACCURACY OF THE _OUT SOLV_K $UOROUTI_E$o _F THE YAL_E OF TST |$
TO(] LARGE A _AR_ING MESSAGE |$ PRIWTEO°
DO 6 |i|_W
PI I |'OCWPLX( ROOTRI I | _ ROOT| I | | |
ZFROIOoO
TST-r_CMPL X(COF_ ! I1 | ,ZERO|
HJmH_I
DO _ J_2tMJ
TST_TST_COFF| | J| _p| [| _Ol J.L|
CONT ( N_E
(F(_DAB$! TST|°LE .AC_JGO TO 6
WRITE( 3DIOO)P( | | eTST
|00 F_/qAT(LXt'R(]OT m 1_2GI_QStl WHEN SUBSTITUTED felT3 ITS POLYN_3H|
SAL F&ILEO TO CO_ WITHIN ACC OF O°O,IB/tlUtiT_|$ YALJE DI_FER__D FR
I,OW Z_R{) _Y st2GIS.Sll Tet|$ |MPL|E$ E/THER A ROUNO_FF ERRUR WHEN
$.TESTZHG THE KOOT$1tltLXtJ(A_ TOO SMALL| OR rtlE ¥AL_I_ O°OL USED TO
• COMPARE N|Tet TEST l_ $UBAOUT|NE FOU_Tt¢ 15 TUO LA_GEot|
6 _ONT( HUE
| |$ A COUNTER WttICH O_TEANIHE$ THE NU_qBER _F Roots W_4|CH NAVE
BOTH A _EAL ANO AN /WA_-IH&K¥ PAI_To
TH_ NEXT 2S CARDS 15 A PROCEDURE WHICH PQ$iTION$ ROOTS WITH BOTH
REAl. AND iMAGINARY PAkT$ iN THE FXRST L P_|TiON$ ANO THE ROUTS
WITH ZERO |MA_|NAN¥ PARTS IN THE NEXT KK PO$|TiOt4$° FOR £J_AlCmLE
iF THERE ARE • KOOTSj TWO WITH ONLY K_&L PART S At_ _WO _URF_.EX_
THE CC_PLEX ROOTS M|LL BE Iti P_$ITIOH_ | ANO 2 &rid T'IE REAL ROUTS
MILL 8E IN PU$IT|ON$ J &NO H° I.: I_w ANO K/L AKE COUNTERS USEO TO
FACELITATE TH|$ P_OC.:GORE°
I ($ A COUNTER YH|CH UETERM_HE$ THE NUN_ER OF ROOTS dtIZCH tlAVE
BOTH A REAL ANO AN |_IA_|NA_Y PAKTo
H |$ A COUNTER M_I|CH PI_EYENT$ T_E OROER OF T_IE POLYN)MIAL FROR
B_|H r- DEST_kOYED°
N'¢¢
L=|
22
23
24
25
26
2?
28
2q
3O
31
32
33
3_
3S
36
3?
38
3q
_0
H2
H3
HS
Hq
51.
52
53
55
57
59
61
62
63
6S
67
_8
6q
?0
7Z
?3
?5
¥6
?8
7q
_0
81
83
CO
8T
SO
E_
KKuO
it Jml t/_
[I_¢OaklIS|AOOT||jIIeGT.Ag_CJGQ TO T
Iml-I
ROOT! 4 K _aROOTI ! J) 90
I_OOTR I K)uROOT_I J) 9_
R-K÷L 9_
KKeIUL* 1 t)3
GO TO 8 q4
7 It0DTi ( LImI_DOT ] ¢ J) 9_
ROOTR( I. ) _RGOTi_I J) qlk
I.-L*! 9¥
8 CONT [NUE q4
IF(IL_.£QoO)GO TO IO q9
I_|IK-IU_ 100
*tOOTI 4 NI_kOOTI |KI J IOL
*t0OTR ( I_1- &(3OTR I I_ ! ! lOZ
NwN'l 103
I_lSu_l( - ! 104
IF(I_.£QoOI&O TO 10 LOS
GQ TCJ q _06
AT THIS POINT THE&E kAE I ROOTS TH&T HAV| IOTH & &|&l. AND AN Z07I08
INAGi_4AY PA*tT ANO IH-I! ROOTS WITH JUST A &_d_. 114RTB LOq
TNI$ PAJ_T OI _ THE pi_OGI_AM OETEI_41Nf$ THE LA&_,dIST Rlmad. PAIIT OF TH(E _LO
AOOT$ AND RA_$ TH£M FI_OM T;_ _OTTOM IN TI_ L I_LlilTE3NS &VG|t.&I_E_ 1_1
113
l0 Ri_4XnltOOl"AIl ! 114
IF¢I._Q*O) GCJ TO _3 l_b
DO 2L J_|,l 1_7
IF( _4B$4 ROOTI_(J) )oGT.&MAXl I_mJ 1 _8
| F I D_ _$! ROCTI((J I ), GT .t_*qAXl RMAJ_mnOOTI_| J ! 1 Zg
_ GgNT I NU£ ZZO
RSAV[R mltOGTIt ( ! | IZ1
RSA¥_ Lmlt_OT 1 ( I ) I,_2
ROGTA ( I 1_l_3OrRII¢ J L23
I_OOT [ 4 ! |IADOT! CKD ZZ_
I(00TA! I_)IItS&¥ER 12_
R01_T ! ! I_) *R$&VE [ 1_6
IqmZ-_ 1 _T
UO 12 JII,N L2e
I FE OABS I RIqAx-AOOTAI J ) h L.Eo A_ I LwJ _9
RSAV_R_0OTR |NI L31
_$AyE I ulIOOT! |_1! 1_
kOOT_l N I IRCOTR (i-) _3_
*tQ_TI (NI_ROOT i (L I L_
R(3UTR4 L ! _RS&VI_R _ $S
RU_T[ I t.)-mS_VE I 13(_
T14£ OUTPUT FOR BOTH NUM(ItATOR AN00|NOIIIkUkTOA || PIiI_T|I) IN A FQa_q _T
U_4[_H &£QUI_S T_O DSC_LLA_rORY MOD_S. |1 _ Olel_ OIL iIO¥_l DP TMl l_qO_$ ].38
A_t£ _iON-OSC[LLATOItY TNEN THE IcCILL31d|NG PI_0_|DUAi I_ _I&|DI _3_
1| Tm OmlN _- RkTZO iS C4_SEN TO II THt S_4_L|R K_NITU0_ _F L_O
TH_ KE&L ROOTS, $|N_£ TH|S RQ(_ HILL DON/MATE IN T_ T|flE _4_
OO(4AEN (A N£GATIVE DANPIN; AAT|O I&)Qq.D |ND|C&T| JIM l_
21 TH_ T|M_ TO OAP_P TO SOS &NO SS OF TH| &JqlI_.|T_N M_ _4_
C&LCULATED BASED ON THE kSOYl_ O&NP|N_ I_AT|U* _'FI_ _OR _N 3_4_
UNSTABLE SYSTEM TH[_ TIH£S HILL I_ NF,GATIVE. L_k
! 47
THE KEIqAIN[NG I_T[ON 0P GETROT _ALCLJLATI_$ TN f H&TUR&L Plti_PJmClil l*a
(ii_ & MNSPIw DAMPING RAT|0_I_P & [SP|* Ti141E TO o_dq_ TO 1/2 149
&NPLITUOE(TIZP L TIZ_p|, &NO $|TTt.ING TII_¢TOSP & TOSSPl. THE _50
SETTLING Tl_l_ |$ _14i_ Tll4_ TO DdUIP TQn Of TN_ (3_[G[_I&L a_H_ITU_E, t$1
THE SUFFIXE_ p AND SP IIEI_E(_ TO Q$¢ILL4TOItY PiOO_$ FO_ THE U_RATO_t ISZ
04 T_I| [I(EN0iq|NATOA 0EPEN01NG 014 THE EOUATION BEING S_)LVE0 • _53
TI4_ SI(OAT PgA|(XI _ fvl_410|0 NATURtL r-A[_NCtE$ &A_ OETi_;ql_0 RV ISS
k R4NRIII& Oil I_ MA_N_ 'll0( 01u T_IE REad. AND I_IWV I*AI_T_ OF TI4E Z5_
It001"$, THI LklUi|A IqA_NITUO_ I_PIt_$ENT$ THE SHORT P£1_iOO NO0_. iF LST
T_RE |& ONLY ONe OS_|I.I.ATORY IqDOIE T*4[S NOO_ IS StEFE4_D ro 4s TH_ l_o
SNORT P|A|C0 MOO| ANO THE PHUGOIO *qoDIE NATU_a4. FREQUSN(:Y IS 1S9
pR|NT|D A& _|R0_ VI_K G_TRQT IS USEO FOR • U_ltJkTO_L P C_NO_qlAL LbO
T_ SNQitT PERIOD |NP01tlq&T_ON |$ t_RI_4TED AS & NUN£AAT31_ 0SCILL4TOAY 16L
Iq0D|($1N¢| A CUIIIlC IS THE L_G_ST I_JMERATOR Pgl.¥Nogq|kl. POSSIBLE, LGZ
TI4_itl I_|l.L $| ONLY 0N_ OSC|I.L&TORY PIOOE &T NOSTh Le*3
l) IF(14.EQ._IGO TO 17 L65
_F_Iq.I:Q.Z.J_qDo|.(_OIGO TO 1_ L_
IFIIq.EQ.2o_d40*I*_c_.?)GO TQ _l_ 167
IFIIq_|_.3.AND*loEG_01GU TO _ LGII
|Fllqo_QI3o_*I*_Q*_)GQ TO _ 169
IFllqoEqo_**_mno|q£Qw01&Q TO Z7 L70
IF(_.£Q.4oANQ. Iq_g,_I_O TG 32 17|
_qI.DSQRT CR0_TA | 3; e_t0OTA ¢ 3 _ ,400T | | | i eqq0UT |4 ) | ! 17Z
_N,_-OSQ_T ¢i_OOTl_ 1 Ii_AOOTR¢ L I_R00T I I_ i Oit00T| I _J I L?3
IF(d_41.GT.liN21GO TO t4 IT_
_P_VW2 LTS
NXm20 ?,76¸
_qP_dNl 177
GQ T_ Z_ ITe
_4 _4S_ _ lINL ZTq
NXslO _80
IS |FINXoN_.ZOIGO TO ]6 lllZ
Z_Pw -ROOTIt I l I/W4SP L83
TO_ SPI ( Z • 9957 ) / ( _SP_VINSP | 184
TLZSP_ (. 6g_L 4T ) ;' (ZSP_IINSF ! 18S
ZPI-ROOT&(3) Jkqm_ 186
TL_PI (. 693L47i/I ZI_P) LST
TOSP_ ( 2 ,qg_?) / (ZP_V_4P i 1811
GO TO 35 _6_
26 ZSpa-ROOTR(3) JVNSP lqO
TO5 _- ( 2.9qS 7 ) / ( _SP_III4$P ! 2gl
TLZSP_(ob931_?) t| lSP*W4_P | lqZ
ZPI-MO(]TR I L)/V_ 1q3
TO'_P= ! 2 • 9_ST _/( ZPell_4p | I q_
TIZp. i. 6g3L4?)tl Lp_llqp i l_S
GO TO 35 lq&
17 HN_PnO. 0 197
WNPaO. 0 2 _)&
I_P--ROOTI_I 1 I lqq
_1_.0 200
TL2$P_.bq3L_?/ZSIP Z01
TO_ SP_ 2 • 9957,'Z SW 202
TO_P-O.O Z03
T_2PmO.0 204
GO 1"(] 3S Z_I_
18 [F(DABSIK_(TrI_I l I I*&T*DAII$1R00TRI _ I | |_Q TQ _e ZO_
L _P--RU(3TR¢ L) ZOT
IP_-&OOTA ! Z ) ?O0
G_0 _Q ZO 20q
1_ ZSP_-ItOOTA¢ Z! Zl0
LP_-It U(3TI_ |_l I _IL
20 dNSPi0oO ZIZ
CO
dlql_Oe0TUPu.b_3|4?JLP
TOSPm Z .ql_ 57/Zp
T |2SPae 6q3|_T/Z_-p
TO5 $PIZ°99571Z $p
GO TO 35
21 MIf_Oo 0
ZP"Oo 0
T|ZP_OJO
l"05P'OaO
l/_SpaD$ GAT I ROOTI_ ! L ) oR OUT RI l J_I&OOT ! 11 ! oROOT | ( L ! !
ZS4_-1_3_TR ¢ L I I_SIP
T L2SPB ° 693|_ TJ I ZSI_MIq_P J
TO_SP_Zo 9q5711 LSP_NSp I
GO TO 35
22 KAXII_OOTR I L I
Ill!
DO 23 .Jill3
1FID_8$1ROOTR_.I I Io_roRAXlKI.I
| F I D_$t_OOTR¢.I! J IGT° mAX )ItAJ_XOOTR ( J J
:_ COP_T INUE
R _¥mROOTR! 3 J
ROOTR ! 3) IF_AX
KOOTR ¢ iV.| m&SA¥
IFGOA_S¢ROOTI_ILI]oGT.O&BSIP.OOTI_I2]II_3 TO Z6
Z ,T_I-PIOOI"R ¢ 1 )
Z_'_KOOTR ( 2 )
GO T_ 2_
_ ZSP'-ROOTI_|2 !
ZP_-I_OOT R ! 1 I
25 _NSP_O*O
MNF'm_.O
Tl_Pm_6931_71Zp
TOSI_'_. 9957_Lp
TLZSPl o69_1_ ZIZ_P
TOSSP'2* qqS?lLSP
GO T_ 35
26 _mOoO
_' P_OOTI_ 13 |
T L2Pme693|_TIZp
TO_h2°99_TtZP
U_S_'OSQRT ¢l_GOTl_l 1) o KUOTR I _ J _'ROOT I I _ __q_OOT I I _ I J
ZSPe -R, OOTR¢ ! I I_l_SP
TO$SPe 2 o9q$71 ! Z " I_i$ p ]
GO TO 3_
27 I_AX_I_OOTRI LD
IL_].
I FI D_$¢ ROOTPLt JI IoGToRA_JKsJ
] F ( DAB $¢ ROOlr_l J J I _GToIq_ J RAX_I_OOTI_ I .J !
F_SAVaROOT_|_ )
ROOT_I _ )_RAX
ILO_T_ | K J_RSAV
_aL
|F_ OA_SIROUTR¢,I ! I _ToRAX DI_'.J
IF( r'A_$ I_TRt.I) J °C'T_ RAX]RAXmlU3OTRI J !
2q GO_TI NUE
213
21S
216
217
210
2zq
Z20
221
222
2_3
224,
22S
2_6
Z2T
22e
Z29
231
23z
Z_33
23_
Z35
236
Z37
23m
239
2_3
2a_.
2_.T
24_q
250
2Sl
ZS_
2S_
2T,_
Z55
2_,6
Z_T
2Se
ZSg
Z61
Z62
Z63
Z6S
266
?67
2611
26q
2_0
Z71
272
273
2TN
2T_
2Tb
IFID_B'_IROOTRIIJI*GT,DAIISIROQTRI2IJIGQ TO 30
Z $P*-ROGTII (1)
_'P"-_OOTR 12 J
GO TI] 3]L
3.0 ZSPu°ROOTII(2 I
ZP'-ROOTIt I !
3). klI4SP_O.O
MIIPmO.O
T|2Pm o6'q13|671_[p
I"0_'F'_2_ 9957t Zp
T'|Z $Pm °6q $1,4.7/ZSp
TO_$P_2 oqgS, TJ,[ $p
GO TO 35
32, dNSP'DSQI_T I _OOTIt ( L I _R OGT R I.L J e.ie.oolr I I l I *,14001' j ¢ _ _!
ZSPt-&OOTR¢IL _/'_$p
tlNP_O.O
TI2$PIob93L_eT_(LSPe._M$pI
TO._ $pu 2 • 995?1 | Z SP.kMe,ISP |
|F(r'ABSIROOTRI3J |°GToOJ.BSIROOI"RI4)JJGO TO _13
£P'-'_OUTA ( 3 )
GO T_J 3.,4
33 LP_-KOOTR 14.|
34 TLZSPS12o99S?DIILSP_KSpI
TO._SP mo &931.4.7/I Z SP.etiN $ p]
]l_ RETURe4
ENO
SU_ROUT I ME FOURTH( C eROOTR e RO_T [ )
TH|$ SUBI_JTiNIE F'A_TOR$ A FOU_Ttt (_DER POLYNO_I_AL _y A CLOSEO FOAM
PROCEC_E MH[GH FU_PI$ 2 _UAORA_| r FACTORS ANO TtfEhl _LL$ A
_¢JAD_AT|C FACT_Rt_ SU_ROUTINE_ QVADt TO OBTAIN THE FOUR RO_T$.
Tt¢E PROCEDURE UA$ T/_KEN _ROM °|_TRODU_T|ON TU THE THEORY O1:
E_IAT|OICS t BY NoBo CONKNR|CHTo
|le?L_ C|T REAL:I B I Ir-H_ O-L )
_EALaB 14$_ |YYt _4JeleWIMOM _IqQoM| N_ NU$ t NASekITHS B£GA i NIKG i KR_T pKU t NM$
Li]_IF _151 ON C (9_ _ KC¢4") _ _F_ t 3 )_ _I_ZI 31 oRIII 121 _4_2(2 | _i,ll I,(2) t R12121 t R$OI_'R ¢ 10) g_T! I101
P,,I_ (*,)/C( ._
II_(_)IC(S!
$,,C( L )lG( _|
KG(3J_-oS_
|F(_DoLT_OoO|IIO TO ]
R _II_CIDAB$1U_C b_3203333333333_3
VKCs-NI_CI_
TES T_2 • O_A_"B _-R--K R_T_ p
|FITESToLEQ_OI|G(I TI_ Z
Z'77
7_711
27q
Z80
2.81
2m2
2/13
2EI_.
ZIIS
2156
2BT
2BB
ZEe9
29O
291
2q2
2q3
2'94.
295
Z96
Z97
_'q8
2_
3O0
_,ol.
302
l
Z
3
5
8
9
LO
|1
12
14
15
16
17
le
lq
ZO
ZL
_2
Z3
2'*
Z_
26
Zo
29
IL
33
...................._i
I Oq 00_ _Q w_* end-- _P
¢ Z_ o "
:=:=_ = = -
-.... .=-._._li_:_
. .... .._ .... E8o41, .. •
f_
_9
-.*z Z _ o 1_or, -- --
_ _ o=_ o,..r.,
O* "_ Oz
m
o
.............!i!
=,-= .._A_
...... ° "- " _g i
.-- --_
"° _
. oo =
r
g
g
w
• _oooooo_ -
o_
ti
I Mini. l" I T REAt.IB I A'-H+Oo£ ;
I_ EAI.418 MS f IYYw W_J1*14k+_ll_ mI_ IMI Nj I_$ i _$m qTNS tiOGA j N+KC g KR_ + K_ gK01
$1_Nt N+4S i I_0$A¥ E. KN S,_V_
COMMON IdN$1_I ZSpt Tl2$pl, TOSSP .klNp + Lp. Tl 2p+T 05 pi d_ 121 | wR_UI i0) .IqAN(
$10_ o_ I D_ IO), RIN110P tAMP+I 12_I t I_4&SE121) mACr _Id_.Y_LEC 21J iIp41_Oa 12| I wp
_l_Er- 1211 g I_GA I N
CO+4M0+I !
01MEN$1I_ I_|2| !
UO _ lq_lwKN_ +
MMH_O11oO
_'kll$ EI_ o 0
DO • JmI.L
IFIR_DI.JI+_Q°O.01GI3 1"O I
_l) TO 3
! _MPD-J_PD_+O&S$ | 14F I M| -I_ | O | .I ) !
IFIwFIIqI-R|DIJIoI.T°O°O|_O TO 2
PHASEI_PHASE(_3o I_I $_2 6536/2.0
G0 TO z+
PH_S£OIPI_$EI_3o I++I _q+_ 653b/2° 0
GO TO
PHaSeD'- I DATAN< l-lt I_II J I÷_ I ++_I / I-_04 J| | | I_pNASED
140$AVE=KO
llC I I_ ()SAVE _"KO oLT. O+0 }PI'IA SEI_I*HAS EO-3. l _*l _q26536
+* CONTINUE
PI'_$ E_I-O o 0
KN"I_GAI N
APlPN= I oO
I_3 8 |_1+J,J
I FI R&lql I ; °E_I +O°0 )G_3 TO
5 A_=AMPI_DA_S¢_I_|IqI-I_|N4 | ! !
IFIWF|HI-RINII)olI'°O°O|_ TO 6
C*O TU 8
b PI4AS_N,_I_N&SEI_ _° l_l 5_Z b5)6/2o 0
GO TO 8
T AMPI_OSQRT I I _--WF _ MI*_ IN | | | )/l_l_Ni | I I i12+,I +Oj _A_ _
PI'I_ +_EH= I_ T&I4¢ 4-R I_I! | _<'WF _ MI I/I-RRI+! | ; ) I'+PHAS_N
_AVEJKN
KN"+'+_&N! ! llq_N
I F I I_NSA VE_KN oI T°O. 01PHA$ EP_PHA$ ENJ+3. I_| 5 q26_6
d '+'O_T I NUE
AMPP_! _ l "O&B$ | I_I_I_I M_ J • AMPN/ARPI)
JklqPI_D_ ( MI m20 oO101.O_I01A Hl_ I lql l
PHA$_ ¢ lql - PHA $EI_I_ _£ N
_YCLEI M)Ik4_ I M) / 12o 013o | _1_92&_36 !
9 CO+4TI _IU4E
KETI+J_N+
E_NI)
lO
11
12
13
15
16
IT
18
19
2O
21
22
Z3
24
25
26
2T
28
29
3O
3Z
_3
3_
3_
36
_7
_S
_q
_0
_2
_3
_5
_8
49
5O
52
_3
56
_8
Sq
6O
61
62
63
64
CO
0SAMPLE OUTPUT
*_*IIe_**ee*Ieee_IeeeN*Iee*I***_**qr_**j_b_**e*t*i*_jesnmeaI*e*eQ_tel**_Ist*eI_IasseI*It*Ii***I*e*_*_*_
PFRTINfNT A|RPLANE CHARACTERISTICS................................ *
DENSITY |_LU_StFTIe31 " 0.00_% V_LOCITY (FT/SF_| " _|q*00000 •
! qAS$ (¢_LLIG$) - _iZ.3_O0_ 1_¥ (SLUG-FT*_Z| -1_6.00000 l
TH_ST (POUNd•) - 0.0 ZJ (FTI " 0.0 I
_*_051GAMMA) (FTIIEC/SECI _2*_00 Ge$1Nl_qqAI tFT/SECIS_Cl - 0.0 •
CO$(XLI = 0._810 51NIXll - 0.06105 *
e NIqG ,AREA IFYe_ZI . | TA00000O HO_Z. TAIL AR_A IF_e-?l - 3_o?LO00 l
_ING ASPECT RATIO - 7°37513 HORL. TAIL ASPECT RATIO _ 3o_02_ e
dING TAP_R RATIO = 0=b9500 HOWL. TAIL TAPER RATIO = O=bSO00 *
MING ALPHA I(_GREE$1 1.50000 TAIL ALPHA (OEG_ESI - -_*6063_I_ING IDEGREE$I - 1._0000 ITAIL IDEGRE_$1 - -3.00000
Ot_ANtAASH ANGLE IDE_REE_I " I.bOb3_ O0_NNA_/_LPN& -- 0.&2|0_ *
ELEVATOR ANGLE IDEG&EE$1 = T.TObST ELEVATt_ AR_A IFT_ZI - lb.61000 *TAlL EFFICIENCY " 0.8_000 ELEYATO_ CHO_3 IFTI - |.A_O00 •
• Z-O MING CLA 0.10300 Z--O rAIL CLA 0._0000
o CDPIE 0o0Z690 2-0 _ING C)A - 0°0 *
I_ Z-D _iNG CL 0.39000
OISTANCES
L_NGTH OF FUSELAGE (FT) = 2_.00000 MIOTH OF FUSELAGE IFTI _.lTO00
C.G* T_ TAIL _PJARTFR-_D IFTI = 14.60000 MING TO TAIL JUARTER-Ct_O (FTI _ i_.63000
C_G_ TO MINiG A*C_I_H_R_ISEIIFTI • 0.116_0 C°G, TO dlNG AeC_IYERTICALI IFTI 1.67_00 •
NOSE T_ _ING _UARTER-CHORD IFTI _ 60R_O0 C°G. TO dlqG JUARTER-CHO_O IFTI - -0.11630
C.G. TO THRUST AXIS (FTI = 0.0
lI _t i ,t _t i ,_,tl ,tt,_I • •_t m_**ll I ml l*_n_m tl_t *_r_**t I tt tllt*Itll t t ! _I It*lll*l llll Is tl
I
eee* t*_ s e e** et
t ¢0 - 0.0311 COA - OolZSb _Ok = 0.0 C00 • 0.0 C_DE = 0.0 COt) • 0.0 CT_ = Oo_
• Gq _ 0.0 CNA = -0.885_ CNO& " -5.Z3TO CHQ =-12.¢3_T G_OE • -l. Z030 CMU " O.O CTRPH = 0.0
I
* It _ I I•*II It I ttmtll_**I_ m_ It _*Itt_*tl_mtI tt*t **_* * _ t I * drt_ t t _ t I _ fill • I1•*_ II _ **tlt *tilt tilt• _tll*I• I It I _* _n_ _ it
i............................:::::::::::::::::::::::::...............................i
. :
• CLIN • 0.#26765 COIN = 0.0 CMIN - -L.ZR303_ K - 1 ACC - 0.000100_
OIMEN_IO_L $T_ILITY (_RIVATIVI_f
i XU " -0.02_I LU _ -O.Zq32T _U = 0.0 TU = 0.0 X_ = 0.08_07 Z_ _ -Z. 19951 •
• H_ = -3.12_b3 XMO = 0.0 ZDM - -0.00q16 qOM _ _.0081T XG " 0.0 ZQ = -_.50q_
M_ "_503A TRPM = 0_0 IIN 0.0 _IN --_°t12_ MIN -3t*_7_
'.0
• POLYNONIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR THE DENOMINArI_ ANO N_MERATOR .o
e
•i DSIS| 1.0092 DS(_! a B.2TI? DS(3! 3&.3_91 051ZI I._50_ OSlli 1.1769 •
i _U$14! = 0o0 NUSI_| = -3.85_I NUSIZ! = 518.6315 _tJS(]l - _623°8_0a
NAS(41 = -O.ZU23 NA$|3) = -39.6095 N&$(2J = -I.16_5 NA${I! • -1.7_57 *
NTHS(3] = -39,5580 NTHS(2I - -82.6_26 NTHS(I| = -3o,]k4
N_S(4) = -_.312S N_$13| =-867_o_787 N_S(ZI = -255.9103 NWSI11 m -373o5_42 •
• •
• SOLUTION F01_ U VA_|ATION :;
OEqOM|NATOR RO(3TS
ROOT|I| w -0.01353 _J -0.1800,6 ;
RD(]TIZI - -0,013_0 ÷J 0.18_0_
• ROOT(*) = -_.08_e3 _j _=3_79z
NATURAL FR_q OA_PIMG RATIO TIME FOR 1/20AMPING SFTTLING TIM_
• UNOAMPED ORMPED
• ,¢_4ORT PEAl00 5.9803_ _.)6_92 0=6830_ _.l&9_g 0.7333T
PHU_IO 0.18058 O. 180Ob 0.07530 _0. _T879 220.32_ •
:
• NORERAT OR R(]_T S
ROOTII} . 1_9.308_2 _J 0,0
R00TI2] - "_, 88185 _J 0,0
:
: NATURAL FRfQ DAMPING RATIO TIME FOR 1/_ OA_PING S_TTL|NG TIMF
UND&MPEO OAMPEO
i 0.0 0,0 _.8819 0,1_198 0._13_
0.0 0.0 -139.30:_ -0.90_98 -0.02150
:
..............................................
• FRE(_IIE_y &_LITUDE RATIO PHA$_ _NGL_
• RAO/SEC Cl'CL E SISEC PURE _ECI_ELS RAO [_IS OEG,_ E£ S ¢
0'.01000 0.00_1 2236.2_ 6b.990}6 3, L32_2 17_,5_)05 *
0.10000 0.01_92 319_. 30 70o08_T_ 3._L880 1T?._6_68 ¢
• 0,1_5_3 0,02155 4936,19 73,8b_8_ 2.88_77 165.2851 • ¢
• 0,|b252 0,02587 9558,_9 T.h0770 2,51_95 |_,2107| *
¢ 0.18058 0.0287_ L4815=61 83.@_39 1.56521 89.67985 •
0.19863 0.03161 8342.88 78,_2_32 0.66173 3T,_|_Sk
0,225?2 0,03592 3762,97 71o51061 0.3159_ 18.101_b
1.00000 0.L_915 T6.79 3T.70o63 -0o007B_ -0.4_9_
• _.48526 C.71_85 _.41 17.S9714 -0.45025 -25,797_ :
• 5.3_Z31 0,8._bbZ 3,01 9.56579 "Oebl_ql -35,3_656 *
5.98034 0.95180 2.36 7._d28 -0o72296 -41._227_ •
• T._'r_3 1o1_975 1.33 Zo45L09 -0.9_570 -54.2_210 •
• 10.03000 l. $9|55 O._T -_.B5312 -1.189_ -6B.1_785
99*99998 |5*91_9 0.03 "b3*bS_d2 -2.16309 -123. 764! 2 •
999.999?9 159.15494 0.00 -108*Z6_10 -2.999fl_ -l?l.B?9_
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GIVEN VALUES OF THE AIRCRAFT G_qETMY _ OTHER PERTINENT OATAt
THIS PRGGUH PERFORMS THE FQLLON|R_Z
11 CALCULATE I¢OM-OINEN$1WiAL STABILITY OFRIVATIVE$
21 CALCULATE OlI_NSION_d. $TAAi_LITV DERIVATIVES
31 FORMS THE TRANSFER FUMCTICWS. TFtSI'NISI/DISI
AJ SOLVE F011 RrmTS OF OISI _ MISI
51 CALCULATE NATURAL FREQAJGNC1ES. DAMPING RATIOS. TIME TO DAIqP
TU OMC--HALf _4PLITUOtt AND SETTLING TIME
bl PI_JOUCES INFOKMSTIUN HEE0_D FO_ lODE PLQT CONSTRUCTION
THE OEeiVATION OF THE e_SATIGHS OF MOTION O_ _IGH THIS A_U.YSiS IS
BA._;O bIAS TAKEN FR_ *DYNAMICS UF THE klkPAAHElv B_AEAU OF
AERONAUTICS RElaTe kE-6I"4'll.
THE ANALYSIS 0lET;AIRED ABOVE RUIST HEFT THE ASSUMPTIONS IRPOSEO ON
Tile EOUATI_S OF MOTION _M THEY MERE OER|VEUo
THE_E ASSUMPTIONS AKE|
11 THE AIRFRAME i$ &SSU_IEO TO lie k lilGIO k_OY*
2I THE EARTH is ASSUMED TO ae FIXED IN SPALE, RTND_EeEANO'soNLESSlsSPECIFICALLY STATED OTHERMiSEt THE EAi_THeS
ASSUNE0 T0 BE FIXED IdITH RESPECT TO THE EARTH*
31 THE MASS 04= THE AIRPLJ_qE I$ ASSIJINEO TO N.ENAIM CrtNSTANT FOR
THE DtJRRTI_ UF ANY PARTICULAR DYNAMIC ANGLYSIS*
4I THE X-L Pb&/_ I$ ASSUHEU TO BE A PLANAE OF SYMMET&Y.
51 Tile DISTUILBANCES FRUR THE STEADY fLIGHT CONDITION ARE ASSUiqEO
TO BE'SMALL EN_G_I SO THAT THE M_ICTS &NO S_4JRRES O_ THE
CH_S IN VELOCITIES ME NEGLIGIBLE LN COMPARISON MITH THE
CH4NG_S THE/4GELVES* ALSO,, THE OISTUR_,ANC-E &NGLES ARE ASSUMED
TO k;E SMALL ENDUIGH SO THAT THE SINES OF THESE ANGA.ES HAY ME
SET EGkJAb TO THE ANGLES _ THE COSINES SET E_UAL TO ONE.
PRODUCTS OF THESE A_E$ ARE ALSO APPROXIHATELY /.ERO _dqO CAN
8_ NEGLECTED. &NO_ SINCE THE DISTONBANEES ARE SIAALLe THE
GHRNGE IN &l# _EN$1TY ENEUUNTb_I=D BY THE AIRPLAne DURING ANY
OISTONB_E tAN BE CONS|D_AED TO EdE LEAD*
bl OU#IING THE STEADY fLIGhT C3MOITIONI THE RlltPLANE |S ASSUHEU
TO BE FLYING MITH MIM_ LEVEL AND ALL G_APONENTS Of VEJ_ITY
ZERO EXCEPT U SUB 0o M _ O m 0 EIEG,kUSE THE ST_ILITY AXES
MERE CHt3SEN AS THE REFill, ERIE AXES*
TI THE fLO_ IS ASSUHED TO BE QOA_|-STE'AU_*
T_E PERTINENT AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOMS|
GCOS_M AND GSINGM A_E THE PRODUCTS Qf THE ALCEL_RAT(3M DU_ TD
_AVlTY IASSUNE " 32.2 fTISEC**2 F3m THIS ALTiTOOE RRHEE! AND THE
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COSINE AND SING RESPECTIVELY O_ THE INITIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE* &$G
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r
C IXZ IS THE PROOUCT OF IN_TIA IFT-L_S"SEC_SEGI 70
71
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73
CC MS IS THE MASS OF THE AIRPl.aM4E ISLU_SI 74
TS
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79
C 8O
_.. U IS THE SPEED OF THE AIR(;RAFT IM FEET P_R SECUN_ SL
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C
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C
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9&
THE _ODY CEMTERLINE_ FEETI 9S
C fUSVOL IS THE VOLUME OF THE FUSELAGE ICURIC FEETI 9&q7
G
H IS THE MAXIMU_ BUOY HEIGHT AT MIHE-wxr]Y INTERSECTI3M IF_EEtl
C
G SV IS THE AREA OF THE VERTIC_kL TA|LISGU&KE FEETI I00_OL
G BV IS THE SPAN OF THE VEIITIC_4L TAILIPEETI 102LO3
Rl (S THE I_kOIUS OF THE FUSELAGE IN THE VICINITY OF THE VERTICAL 10&TAIL( PEETI E0$
106
TR IS THE MING TAPES RATIO ITIP CH_qOIROQT CHORD| 107
_Oli
G ZV IS THE GESTAte FROM THE CENTER Of PRESSUItE OF THE t_ERTICAL IO9
C TAlL TO THE AIRPLANE'S X-AXIS (PUSITIVE FOR M_RTIGAL TAIL ANOIfE IlO
C THE X-AXIS. fEET) Ill
112G
C ETAV IS THE EFFICIENCY fALT[]R OF THE VEKT|GAL TAIL IL3
c
C SOS IS THE liOOY SIDE AXER tip THE _-UL_E_A_EIS_U_E FEET| 115
LF IS THE LENG_TH OF THE FOS_'_NGEIFEETI IIT
118C
C LT IS THE LENGTH FR_N E*G_ TO CENTER OF PS_SSURE OF THE TAIL. FEET 119
IZO
xM IS THE OISTAMA;E FROM THE _OSE T3 THE C*G*IFEETI 121
IZZG
C HI IS THt; FUSELAGE HEIGHT MEASUliI, EO RT 1/_ LF FROM THE I_I_EIf_':_TI IZ3
12'*C
G 142 IS THE FUSELAGE HEIGHT HEXSUREO RT 31A Lf FROM THE kK)_EIfEETI IZS
IZAG
C M I$ THE MAXIMUM MIDTM OF THE fUSELA_EIfEETI IZ7
l=,eG
C SAtl J$ TH_ $11EEP AN_E OF TI_ 14ORllD(qT&I. TAIl. fIN RAQIduqtSI IZq
C L30
C GI.A20.W IS TIIO-O|MENSI(3_AL LIFT CURVt St.OPE OF TtE Iti_iGIPER RADIANI 131
_ 32
C 614 IS TN_ SPAN OF THE HC_qI£ONTAL TA|Lt FE£T 133
C 13_
C Sic IS THE _EA O_ THE H(3AILONTA4. TAJLg SQUARE FEET 135
C 136
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C 138
C Ci.&2OH iS THeE TIdO-OIIqFN$|(_ LIFT CURVE S_O_E OF T_I_ H(3_IL(3NTA/. ].39
C TAIL IP£R I_OlAN_ 140
C 14!
C 8A IS THE SPAN OF AN A|LEIIO_Ii]k ONE $|D_lt F£ET l_Z
C |_3
¢ GA I$ T_ &IL£RON CHOIID_ FEET _4_
C l_S
SA iS THE AREA OF THE RUOUER_ S_UARE FEET 146
A_.PtlA 1S TNE A_ OF ATTAC_ &_ _NI_I THE Ai&PLA_E IS OPERAT|IIGIIN _,8
C RA_gANS) _9
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_ 1 $2
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1.55
1ST
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_ 1.62
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I; 169
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C _ 76
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_ &VT, XM I,H]. ,HZ m/i*iidPv KIt(iw(;LAZ_ils SAt1 it_ _* T_HD GL_ _'_ 8A_ GA f _ t SR* _
}.& iC D_)wA& oAKH_ L'Yl). CYril" t (,Lit t.(;NB t r YP j C.LPt f, NP p(;Y;4 *C L_ gC,NK * CTD& J(. LDA wen
| DAtCyOA,CLUR, C_k_OlttU *_LF _L T* 1 INUMER
IF ¢_.k,[.2.0oANOo&_.LE.12*) GO 1"0 2
k_|T£ (3_1F idl
]. Fo_qAT (I_I*WALUE (_F &Rm W,G.||._w* USED TO CALCULATE CLR |S OUT
l$|OE P&EFEi_EO ftAkGE 0/: 2°0 TO 12.0' !
Z YP'-o0000247674 'l_u_*' _'_'_"* 001941_sAit mI _-* O4_H 0S2 IAKI&_* °45 _ _&R ° * 0
1 _JitO_9*Z* 1_ *_¢ AK*'_* 4) • ( TKII ! 1 • 12 (` ( | • O-TR _ ! I/_,* 4
YgYP*_'*O
IF ISAoGE.G.O*ANUo_AoLEoo524,! GO TD A
_lR|Tl_ 13_3| SA
3 FO_HAT _IX**¥ALUE Of $8 • *_G|L*4_ I *J_'Eb TII CALCULATE CLit IS OUT
|$|OE PK_FEAKEO _Ak_;_ (JF 0.0 1"00*SZ** RAU|/,NSuJ
4 XmlO0* O_¥J I _ O0 * O--$AaS ? • 3 I
CLRUC*L-J_/20. 0
C.LRW=CLKUC.L _,L
r L_T--2 oO_'L [ 4'.' ¥_'CYBT/I _'_1
rLIt_CLR_I_CL&T
R_TUK_
Et_
AU_t OUT INE AG/Afl
litPLZC|| I_EAL_8( A-tiw J-L )
R_ALt 8 MS t KGA1NuI_C* _ROOT t lU_*l_Oe&_l, I XZg l Ut I Zl* LP tuNAe NP *Lit JL _ NAsL
1 I_,N|N_NPt_[ *NP$1 *N$*L¥1NYw_¥_K| *LF_LT *KA,HU
CGMM_4 _$p,_._TI2$PtTOSAP,_t_P*LP_TL2P,TO3Pwd_'¢ZL)I_&D||Oi_PJ(N(IO
LI_i_)|IOI*RIN(IO)g&MP_IZL)tPtlA$('i2||tACC*tNC.¥GLEIZL_AAOO(Zl)*PHD_G
1(211 *KGA|k_('L_$A_D[H_ FUS_OL*ZN*H_$1 $vtt_¥tKl fTR_'¥_¥I _ ETAV_ 8_S8$_CL
_ ArT __M ,HI t H2 _ 8, lip pK_U *_LA20_ SAtt_ 8H* AH* T_lo C.L_ DI/g 8A* CA* _ $K_ &LPH
1A _CO(_ A_t _ MH _ CYU _C¥8T _ CL6 * (._d_* CYP o _L P t CJAR _(-YR wCLl( _l_*_YO& *CL_)A *CN
_GA_(.YOI_¢Li_K _CNO_*U*L F*LT _ | * NUIqER
C.NKu_. Oeq. r_L TICYAT J ( 8_8 ) - (. 33_'11 * 0(_3, O*_T&I ICDG/| Z. 0"_ • _T_ I_ *02 _ | 1
LoO-t _-b*O)/13.0-( 1.0-Tit )/Z* 3 | _CL_SCL )
RETURN
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LAVT_N:HL_HZs_,Sp_RHU,GLA2ONeSAH, liH,Stt,TRHeCL&ZDiq*JA*CA*CHe$_o ALP_
IA_C_O,AR,_dIHI_8_YBTt_LSgC_f_*CYP*_L@*£NP_Y_IC.L&*C-NR_CYO&BCLDA*CN
IOA_¥1N_CLDA_C4qO_*:UtLF_LT_E*I_J_q_K
_81TE t3_1| A_
I F(3_A_ IL_* g ¥_LU_ OF A_ " _GLI._* USEO TO GALC_ATE CLDA IS 0
IUI$1U_ P_EFE_&EO AAf_GE Of; _,0 TO IZ*O_I
it'O
P_Yi*Z*O/S
L*OOO2ZTZ3?
JF (AA°GT*6*O*_*AIt_LT*_O*O) GO TO 4
iF (A&._E*bo_£LOA_TmCLDAST
IF (A_C_*|OoO)CLD&OT_CLDAAT
GO TU _
3 IF ¢_*EQoli G_3TO b
CLDALT'_LO_OT
P'IYI_SA|_2oO/8
G_3 rU 3
6 _OT_LDAOT-C, LDAL T
_AfCH
IF iKoGEoO.OoANO*RoLE**_J GO TO |
_¢TE (31?J it
7 F_AT |1_* VALU_ QF CA/CH I W,GElo_a U$_ TU C_._U_.ATE CU)A IS
OUTSIDE PitEFEitflEO it_E Of 0o0 TO 0.4'1
CLOA"_LDAaT_T
RET_R_
AUA_OUTIN[ $C,NDA
II_'LICI| AF-4L_RIk-H*O"Zl
REAL_8 MStitGAINI[C_i_I_U(]T_IU_K_D*_H_IXZ_L;X*I_Z_LPo/iI_NPIL_ILIkNRIL
IiNwN[NwNPH|_NP$| _N_LV*kN*K¥_K|*LF*LT*_8_HtJ
CLW_N _NSP*LSP*TIZSP_TO3$R_NP_P,T|2P_TO_P_t_FIZ_|_KAD(IO)gAItN! 10
_)_¢D|IO)_R|N(IO)_AMP_|21)*@HitSEIZII*ACC*ItCY_L_(2_)IAitGR(2|JoPHUEG
I(2_)*_GA|N*CL_SA*D¢H*PU$¥UL_W_HwStS¥_8¥_&I_[K_ZVlYI_ETAV*_*SRStCL
_AVTtXM_HlvHZ,_tWP_ith_CLAZDtltSiH*_H*SHt_RH*GLAZD_*BA*CA*CHtSR_ALPH
E&_CDUtA&*AlUtBCyR*CYRTt_LR_GqRt_YP_CLP_CNP_Y&_CLittC_I_*CYOAtCLDA_CN
ICA*CYDI_*GLORtCNOitgU_L_LTf|uhiU_EK
#-Y|12°G/8
IF |AIt*_Eo)*O*AND*&ItoLEo8*O| GO TO 2
_it]T_ (3_1) AA
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IT$10_ P_EFEK_EO AAN_ @F 3°0 TO 8.0'1
Z |F CAitoLT*3*O) GU T_ 3
iF |_Ko_E,3.0°ANOoA&*L_°4*OI G(] TO 4
IF |/_*GT*4o_oANU°A&*LTo6.0J ¢_ TO 3
iF (A_o_To6,0oANOoJA_oL_oRoOI GO TO b
_FII-.LIOSZbiq_R **'01_ itq)iq(-oL40_5
GO TO ?
3 _Elm-o3b
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GO TO 7
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SAMPLE OUTPUT
PERTINENT AIRPLANE CH&RACTERiST|CS
RHO - 0.00205.0 WING _t_A -17_.000000 MASS = 82.300000 G4_O$IGA_qAI - 32.200000
U = Z19.0000 CHORD
IXX - 9_8o0000 IXZ
SA m 0.0 DIM
H = 4°850000 $V
TR - 0.700000 ZV
LF - ZS.O00000 LT
HZ - 1.800000
8H = 11.b00000 SH
88 - B.gOOOOO CA
COO = O.OZTgO0 Yi
HFCY_ 3.500000 MFCY
HSCYs Z.900000 _8_Y
= _.8_f)62bb SPAN = 3S.B3OO G*SINI_MMA} = 0.0
- 0°0 |ZZ -1967.0000 CL
- 1=730000 ZW - -1.835000 FUS¥OL
= 18.570000 BY - 5.750000 Rl
u 2.820000 ETAV - 0.850000 SBS
- 14.800009 XM - 7.000000 HI
" _.020000 SAH = 0.0 CLA2DM
- 38.710000 TRH 8 O*bbOO00 CLAZQH
-- 0.750000 SR - 6.950000 ALPHA
s 8.3_0000 HNOSE- Z.700000 _NOSE
1 3.600000 LFCY - 3.120000 LMH
" 3.100000 LBCY - 12.830000
- 0.307000
-236.013974
= 0.730000
= 74.815850
= 4.800000
- 5.900000
= 9.730000
= 0.0
- 2.800000
= 6._10000
* LATERAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES *
• GY6 = -0.308006 CLB - -0o089010 CN8 = 0.0b_553 CYP = -0.037333 GLP - -0e470774 CNP = -0.029229 *
* GYk - 0.210292 CLR • 0.09§87b CNR = -0.09923b CYDA = 0.0 CLOA = 0.1772_0 CNOA = -0.016725 *
* _YO_ - 0.18736q CLOR " 0.014747 CNDR =-O.Ob_78b
_******_k**********m*4"_******_****_m*_****_*_m*_********4"_******_*m*_**_***m_mq"_4_***_m4m*****4_k********4uk**:
RESPONSE T0 RUDDER OEFLE_TiQN *
* CYIN = 0.187369 CLIN = 0.0147_7 CNIN = -0.06_78b K = I ACC - 0.00010000 *
:......._.._.._._........_........____...____........._..._.._....._...........__......_._.....*_
OIMENSIUNAL STABILITY OERIVATIVE$ *
YV = -0.1,61'8 LB - -28.77650 NB = 10.0581, YP = -0.31741 LP = -12.450_5 NP = -0.37255
YR = 1.787qi5 LR = ZeS3562 NR _ -1.Zb487 YIN = 19e_74|4 LIN = 4.76759 NIN = -10.2S025 *
, i
• POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR THE DENOMINATOR ANO NUMERATOR
ql
t
; OSISI " 1,0000 OSIkl - 13.8515 05131 " 28.6321 05(21 = 1_1.*_q45 05111 - 1.6019
• N$141 • 0,0189 N$13| - 1_.3Tq3 NS(_I - I30.5543 NSIIi = -2.93_8
. :
• NPH;|4| u 4.'FbTb NPHI|}| " -21.8223 NPHIt2I "-2_8.8831 NPHI(I) a 0,.0
NPSi(4) • -10_290] NP$II)I a -130e0004 NPSiIZ) " -6=4675 NPSi(ll - -36.3[88 *
ill IIII*• ill I!l** llilll lIll ill* Illlllllllll Illlll * * Iil _ * lllllllll_ II *•• llrlll illlll lllllll Illlll Ill Ill Illlllllllllllllllll l•i li *lllllli• llll il lllrlllilil)trip .8 ill * ql• Illlll litl * IIIr• *lU • llUli llllilllllUl *11 Ill* Illlll * ill •**• *** •ill llllllli * & illlll l I* Ill * lIr• lllllll 8
Elll Ill II ill•Ill ill IMlli•llllll Ill II Illllllllll tl m l!lllll • • ill• !llil lllll qmllill• IllU!lIlilil 8 li* l lllll.#llllll •lllilm Illlll Ill lllllliilllllllllllll!lclll illlll I IFIlll lllllllli II, ll • * * *:* l.li** Ill * IlU• dill ill* Ill* * •ll* * * Ill* IIII• llllll* ill* **ill*• ql• •illill Illlllql* * * *• _ lllli II
SOLUTION FOR SIDESLIP VARIATION
DENOMINATOR I_TS
AOOTIL) - -O.bBTT2 +J -3.29297
ROOT(2) - -0.68772 ÷J 3.zgZqT
ROUT|3) - -12._T_Tl ÷J 0,0
ROOT(_I • -0.01135 *J 0.0
DUTCH &OLL
NATURAL FREQ DAMPING RATIO TiME FOR I/Z DAMPING
UNDAMPED DAMPED
3.3540 3,2930 0.20544 L.007_9
NUI4ERATOR ROOTS
RIXJTIll - -12,75698 +J 0o0
ADOTi21 - -115,22309 _J 0,0
RODTI3I w 0.022_4 ÷J 0.0
SETTLING TIME
4°35597
i i
. i
. i
• i
i •
, i
i •
, i
, i
: EOOE PLOT ]NFOR"ATiON :
* FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE RATIO PHASE ANGLE
• RAD/SEG CVCLE$/SEG PURE DEGI_ELS RAOIANS DEGREES •
0,01000 0.00159 1.50 3._4993 1.99&79 11_.52220O. lO000 0.01592 0.94 -0o49735 0.32221 18.4513T i
* l,O000O 0.15915 1°01 O.ObSbT -0°09191 -5.26598 •
• Z. 52301 0e4<)159 l,T3 _°77733 -0.580_1 -33o2&09_ i
* 3.02751 O+&B186 2.2& 6.98719 -1o06200 -60.84799 m
3.36402 0.535_0 2.26 7.Ogb,b9 -1o53733 -88.0825T i3.T0042 0.5t894 1.86 5.41050 -1.9125_ -113.024_0 •
• _°20_02 O,bbgzs li22 1.70727 -2035648 -135.58929 *
• IO.0OOO0 1e59155 0.12 -1806928_ -2090905 -155.67604 •
99.99998 15.915_9 0,00 -5T.33840 -2°41558 -138.40248 •999.99979 159.15494 OeO0 -80°962_1 -1058440 -95, S0884 i
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H wl _NL: ICOOe! 64
|RPLICIT RE&L_| N| 69
tPI_ENS[ON P I LOJ gNG410 | 0 KI IOJ gOUTI200| IOUrI_JV| ZOO) wTIZOO| iROOTIt | I0! 70
I wlU30T I i 101 pSAVE| ZOO I 71
COMMON TUEI. o T_ TZ
|COO_i_ T3
IF I IF.GTo$,OItglF_LT.OI tf:Tt_N 74
GAINOG_L°/ARp
76
DE TERMINE TNAX TT
78
SNALt.eIoE6 ?g
DC I I-lolOGMl 80
ASSAu_t_SI ItOOTR I I ; I 8L
IF IAtS_R°EQeO, I _ TO Z &Z
IF I A_SK. I.T. $1_tLI. |$P_t LL m48SR 83
TPtdkXsb°/SMALL O_
G_ TO ¢2p3wsJtgDLs*lw|F 66
C_.I. TY_ I _TF_T t T i | 0 jNGm | _1AOOTIt iItOOT I t IDGMI t GA i I_X_ t I COOE I 81'
RETURN 84
Z I O¢.Xl- IO¢_qL _1 89
ROOTgt I | OGN_ | _0 o 90
_OUII ¢ I OCRI)IO. 91
(;ALL TY_ I OUTI_JT oTo I 0 j NGI I N_g ROOT it g ItOOT I o l_C_ql i r_t I NOGI ICO0_ I 92
RETURN _
RE_N 101
III_TRI I_ I_1_0 103
KCOTI 1 I_Nll _0.0 104
GI I_-_ I_O'r I_ 105
IF (ICOI)E°_r_.OI _ TO 8 107
NT | REmPT | NI_/TDt_L'_o _ 108
IF INTIIqI_oC'_oO) GQ TI) 6 10_
011 5 |l|p_l_qE 110
S OUTPUT I I ; -$_¥1_ I ! 1 111
6 [ PIIqT|R£_'I 11Z
0(3 ? Im|Pl,|O 11._
T O_rPkllt I [) BS4VEI I I-S_¥E¢ I-NT !1_ ! 114,
II R_T_N llS
_ ImRTI_E/TO_'* 5 1.16
RT I_E-I oT_L ]. 1.1'
[ _t I|_GN|'_| LI.I!
RI_ITR I I_N|)=o_I 1.19
ROOT | ¢ |_N| )_o0 1ZO
AOOTR I ! _,M11 _ o C_I 1ZZ
R_TI ¢ ID_MI ImOoO 1.23
IF II¢ODE.NI_OI GO 'T_ 13 ).Z6
HI"I Hl_lk T 1M£1 TOEL'_o S 127
IF ¢_TI_i_.EQoO; GO TQ 11 [28
_ 10 lml_,NT|_ IZ9
10 OUTPUT( I Im_¥£11 | 1-30
11 I_LI_TIHIF _.1 131
tZ
I)
O_ _,Z I-|PI, In
OUTPLIT I I IaSAVEI I I-S&YEI I-fiT II_ ;
IIETU_N
10G_I- IDGN|*'Z
RG_TII I |OGRL P"O *
• OOT| I |DG_I |-Id
IIOOTA ( IOGnl 1-.O.
IIOOTl ( [ DGM£ I _--_
CAi.L TVIqI_|OUTPUTmVal3114GslkGmRQOTRmROOT| II_NL+_LIP_O_mlC_O4EI
RET_N
ENO
_.t_III_UIT INE IYIEI _UTPQT v Tt IO_N_ I IIG_ I0_11 u II)011 _ I 0¢_| _ _ III1_ ICOH I
I_Li CIT CQIIPLEX*81 C, I_ I t_EAL_¢ NI
CCIIPL _X*I P_ $,GUT,OUTI
DIMENSION PC 10) _PIG| | O) _ K1101_ OUT12001 _QUTPUTI_OOhTI ZOOl _lQOIl1101
| _II_T I I I01 _TTES¥ 1161
CI)IINOII TDEL, TPlAX
O&TA TTE $TS°O01 o °OOZ_ o°O051 °01 o.OZ$ g,OSg, | _ °ZS_ e_g L. _ Z_IS_ t lO_ i Z5
| °,50. t 100 °l
C
CI_ECJ_ FUll lAD ENTAY
¢
IF IIDGR|°LT°INGI GO TO 10
CC CNE(:K _'OA RULTIPLE ROOTS
I Zmlt |(_1
kRI_IIIQI)TR¢ | I_o001
R_l I&OUTAI | I-. OOl
RIPI=_OOT 11 I )_°OOl
_IMI-_O_T r (I I-oOOl
DO I J-ItlOGMI
IF (I°E_°JI GQ TO I
RAJ_RI_ TR 4J I
R| JmROGTI CJI
IF IAIINI°LT°ARJ.kNO.klIPIo_T.A_J.ANO.RINI.LT.K|J°&NDoRIPI.GT.RIJI G
IQ TO 9
I rl)NT[ NUE
TO(I.IT_tAXIZO0
D_ 2 I-1,16
IF ITD_L°LroTTESTIIII GO TO 3
Z CONT I li_
|_16
3 T_L-rTESrl I I
P I i I-CNPLXl AOOTA I11 _ROOT! I 1 | I
C DET_MIN£ TI_E KI$
C
DO 6 J-I,IDG_|
S_P¢ JI
CaLL CPVALI_U_ $_NG. ING!
KJ:Io
IF (L°£Q°JI GQ TO 5
_Ja_J/I S-Pi t ) !
CGNTI NI_
K I J ) i I_JSKIIJ_/G_ 1 NI_
6 rGNTI NU£
132
13)
134
137
138
t39
140
143
1
z
3
$
6
q
|0
I!
1,6
Z?
ZO
7.1.
Z3
25
27
Z9
3O
31
3Z
33
3_
35
3_
3T
3e
3Q
*Z
_V3
4_
47
_8
_g
OI
O
o_
DETE_I_IINE TB_E TII_ IESI_CSE
IO-CI
T|--I"OE_.
7 IO_lO÷!
OUTl-IOo00°l
YLsTt÷TOEL
DO 8 J-ImlDGM|
IF IAOUTR_JI*TI.LT°-I_O°J GO TO 0
OUTI-OUT| 44LI J)t'C, EXP (Tlep ¢d ) I
8 C(_T I NUIE
O_TPUT¢ IO I-REAL(OUT | !
_EALmAI Iq_iQUTL |
IF I A_SI UNREAL I °GT_ oO0| I ICQ_ui
TIIQ)mTL
IF ITIo,LT.;MUl GO TO ?
AETUAN
_1 ICOOt-2
RETURN
10 ICOOE-3
RETURN
_IeKOUT I HE (;PVit. lIE Sg _l_GeX e I0 IIq_ I
C.GIOIPLEXOl; ,lIE SB&RG
O|IRNS IOR XlZOI
mES'IO° rOoD
J_IOERX
iF (J) )pSwZ
RE SmP.F.S*A IIIG_ X| J J
J'J-L
GGTOI
RETURN
SO
51
52
5S
$4
SS
$6
$7
30
39
61
63
6_
63
66
6T
6O
_0
;L
7Z
1
Z
3
4
3
b
7
3
||
SAMPLE OUTPUT
THE COEFFICIEntS OF rH_ _LmEqSTS_
NGILI" Z&_O°_31B066
MGIS)m -S_.oTbq_qz_
THE Aoolrs 3F r_lE OEq_qlq&Tgq
_OOrlll- -0°0|35q100 • J -0°180100_
AOOr(2Jm -0.01_$q00 • J 0°1301000
ROOrlSI I -_oOT?|S_q • J -_34MIT_k
AD_r(_|l -_,07TLSq_ • J _o368TZ_6
_ODT(3)_ 0.0 • J 0.0
T_IE FOACIMG F_l_tlglll [llOIClr_l (|FI - L
TNIS |lqlq. l£S r_l_r A STEP IMPUff UtS _3£D+
&NPLITUOE- 0°0500000
T|lq_ O_/TPUT
0.0 0°_
2,3300000 9°_S_q163
3.000_00 3_°ZOSOIbZ_
?°_000000 SO°TZgZ_T$
|Z, 3_)000 L6S°Ll_bOee
|_,$_OGO00 ZO|.ZqZZ_6_
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